
ABSTRACT 

 

HASAN, ZESHAN. Evaluation of Immersive Technology for Chemical Education. 

(Under the direction of Maria T. Oliver-Hoyo.) 

Incorporating immersive technology into education has the potential to offer 

robust pedagogical situations to students that they otherwise would not be able to 

experience.  This research suggests the incorporation of immersive technology in future 

chemistry labs will require utilizing a 3D graphics engine designed with VC++ and 

OpenGL.  The design requirements, prototype, and tools to aid in the construction of a 

platform independent 3D graphics engine have been outlined in this work for future 

educational chemistry modules.  One area of education that can benefit from this type of 

immersive environment is forensic chemistry.    

To expose students to the common presumptive drug testing techniques used by 

the modern forensic chemist, a new hands-on forensic activity was developed.  The 

activity has incorporated five common chemical spot tests and thin-layer chromatography 

to screen for the presence of “mock” illicit material.  Five easily accessible laboratory 

chemicals were identified that mimic illicit materials using chemical spot tests to teach 

the principles of presumptive testing without actual handling of controlled substances.  

Students use the non-specific nature of CSTs to rapidly screen for the presence of “illicit” 

material and tentatively identify any suspected material by TLC in a real-world hands-on 

activity.  
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1.1  Introduction 

Research has shown that we have not fully utilized the potential power of the 

computer in chemical education (1,2).  Computers have the ability to provide sophisticated 

three-dimensional (3D) immersive environments, provide intelligent feedback for student 

responses as well as sensory feedback for student actions.  However, we have yet to exploit 

the use of computers in chemical education for more than delivery or display purposes.  

Chemistry, along with many other sciences, is full of scientific principles that are 3D and 

dynamic in nature.  The traditional two-dimensional (2D) pedagogical idioms such as 

textbooks and blackboards are often not enough for the average student to visualize 3D 

concepts such as molecular conformations as well as the mathematical relationships that 

govern their behaviors (3).   

Recent advances in technology have changed the way many instructors teach 

chemistry.  Instructors frequently rely on 3D simulations and animations to help provide 

students with a sense of scale in more than two-dimensions.  However, these static 

technologies are non-interactive computer programs, which do not provide any feedback 

based upon the students’ responses or actions.  Some 3D simulators allow the students to 

vary certain aspects of the simulation or give them advice based upon their actions.  

Unfortunately, for simulators to be effective, they must behave in an identical manner to the 

real system (4).  This would involve providing the look, touch and feel using a full six 

degrees of freedom (x, y, z, pitch, roll, and yaw).    

Chemistry related World Wide Web (WWW) sites have grown from only a few 

hundred back in 1995 (5) to over 7100 by the year 2003.  The chemical content of these 

websites has been expressed using hypertext-markup language (HTML).  HTML 
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incorporates hyperlinks in the form of the uniform resource locator (URL) to combine many 

other websites, documents and visual content such as images and diagrams.  According to a 

report by Magner et al. (6), the Internet offers more than just a form of communication, it 

offers the tools to help enhance basic skills, guided inquiry, exploration and to aid in 

advanced studies.  The Internet has become such a powerful form of communication that 

many college institutions now offer their courses online for both convenience and for 

distance learning (7-9).  However, online courses in chemistry have only been able to provide 

the traditional lecture format with a limited amount of interaction between the computer, the 

instructor and other distance learners. 

The greatest challenge in teaching chemistry via distance learning has been the delivery 

of laboratory experiments (10).  Studies have shown that students who are actively engaged 

in the subject with fellow students and with the instructor learn better (9-13).  Erwin (10) 

raised the question on how educators could provide experiments or modules for the distance 

learner that were safe, legal and still contained the necessary pedagogical content.  Low cost 

computer simulations and animations have been used in the past and are constantly 

improving the way we teach chemistry (16,17).  Unfortunately, very few of these offer the 

interaction needed between the students and computer to give them a hands-on learning 

experience.  To offer a true hands-on laboratory experience online, we will have to take 

advantage of what the computer has to offer.  New methods will have to be developed in 

order to provide students the experience they need without sacrificing the basic principles 

involved.    

To develop educational modules with strong pedagogical content which students 

otherwise would not be able to experience, a new format is proposed in which laboratory 
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modules will be developed using immersive virtual reality (VR).  This collaborative virtual 

environment (CVE) will enable the students to actively participate with the instructor as well 

as other students in a hands-on learning experience.  The computer will provide constant 

feedback for the students’ actions and responses thus engaging their curiosity within the 

learning process.  At the same time, it will present them with sophisticated 3D graphics to 

give them the immersion of actually “being in the lab and doing the experiment”.  The thesis 

herein will provide a roadmap for the development, tools and resources needed to pursue this 

technology for use in the educational field.   

 

1.2 Literature Research 

Literature has shown that technology has had a long history in chemical education 

(4,18-22).  The most notable advance in technology that has had a tremendous impact on 

how we teach and learn chemistry is the computer.  Computer-based learning (CBL) has 

been around since the 1970s (23), however, it was not until the mid 1980s where they truly 

began to spark the interest of chemists for use in education.  Since then, Jones (2) reports that 

the integration of computers in both the classroom and laboratory has been steadily 

increasing in an effort to remain abreast of population and technology.  Computer-based 

learning offers a broad range of possibilities for improving education from sophisticated 3D 

simulations and animations to immersive virtual reality programs. 

Many attempts have been made to develop virtual chemistry laboratories (6,22,24).  

Virtual chemistry laboratories, such as the ones in development by Martínez-Jiménez et al. 

(22), show that even non-immersive virtual chemistry laboratory (VCL) programs are 

beneficial to students.  Their study has documented that students who used VCL showed 
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better comprehension of techniques as well as showing improvement for students with 

learning disabilities.  The study also noted that while they found their results to be quite 

positive, no specific research of this type has been found to compare their data against.  The 

irYdium project (25) is another VCL that was designed for widespread use in academia.  

They created a simulation-based learning environment in chemistry, which is distributed over 

the Internet as well as CD-ROM for both college and high school students.  Their focus has 

been on making chemistry more exciting and conceptually fulfilling through online 2D 

interactive assignments.  While static 2D technologies will never be replaced, the 

introduction of new technologies into the educational field will add a dynamic touch (26).   

Chemistry is well suited for the integration of CBL with the textural and visual 

environments that immersive VR offers.  Utilizing VR along with our ability to program 

interactive, multi-step problem solving and to create sophisticated 3D animations that 

demonstrate complicated processes we can further enhance the learning experience.  With the 

rapidly growing sophistication in 3D computer modeling technologies, we can now bring an 

increasingly accessible and affordable means of realism to these laboratories.  As 3D 

modeling technologies have become more powerful, they have also become more affordable 

and simpler to master thus making it even more possible to exploit the use of computers for 

more than just a display medium.   
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1.3 Contributions of this Thesis 

We attempt to overcome the limitations of the traditional 2D pedagogical idioms in 

chemistry by incorporating the use of immersive technology.  Implementing this technology 

into future chemistry modules will require us to program and manipulate a 3D graphics 

engine.  Many 3D graphics engines have been developed over the years for the gaming 

industry, but only recently has this idea been exploited for use in the education field (26).  A 

variety of modules in chemistry can be developed, virtually, with the use of a 3D graphics 

engine.  There are a number of advantages to combining immersive technology with VR for 

developing chemistry modules such as: 

• Precautionary protocols (ability to handle sensitive materials safely, without 

having to worry about hazardous waste generation or disposal) 

• Control of pace (students can work at their own pace and repeat the task until the 

desired level of proficiency or skill has been achieved) 

• Conceptual visualization (ability to zoom into the microscopic, macroscopic or 

molecular level as well as alter the conventional laws of physics in a way that 

assists greater understanding) 

• Sophisticated instrumentation (students can be exposed to a variety of expensive 

instruments, virtually) 

• Tactile experience (interaction with virtual objects in a completely natural “hands 

on” and intuitive manner with 6 degrees of freedom) 

• Accessibility to instructional material (ability to incorporate recent research 

methods/protocols to keep students aware of advances in the field) 
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Chemistry modules can be as realistic as the 3D graphics engine created.  Interaction 

with virtual objects can be achieved using haptic devices, which provide the sense of touch.  

Immersion can be achieved using stereo sound, which allows the student to discern where 

he/she is in relation to the sound as well as head-mounted displays (HMD) that provide the 

sense of depth.  True interaction is obtained as the computer analyzes students’ responses and 

provides feedback based on their actions.  Modules can be accessed via online or through 

CD-ROM using sophisticated 3D graphics that are platform-independent.  This project aims 

to: 

• Evaluate which software is best suited for developing a 3D graphics engine for 

future chemistry educational modules 

• Identify the basic components needed to achieve realism in a 3D environment 

and how they can integrate into a 3D graphics engine 

• Investigate the chemistry of empirical testing (Forensic Chemistry) 
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2.1   Motivation 

 The primary motivation of this thesis is to enhance chemical education for both the 

students and the teachers by incorporating the use of immersive technology.  Immersive 

technology has the potential to help students gain a better understanding of the material, 

while at the same time make it easier for teachers to explain complex phenomena.   

Immersive VR may be successful in education because it provides a more accurate and easier 

mode of decision analysis than is currently available through traditional 2D simulation (1).  

Traditional 2D modules and laboratories simply provide the concepts of the material, 

whereas an immersive environment can provide the entire experience to the students.  The 

modules created with immersive VR can consist of constraints, risks and procedures that a 

real chemist must consider while doing the job.  

 Until recently, it has been difficult for VR software applications to keep pace with 

advancing technologies.  The early VR software systems were constructed as proofs of 

concept; thus, they were not designed to adapt for the long-term.  These systems have limited 

the expansion of VR to other disciplines because a new platform must be developed for every 

new concept introduced (2).  Essentially, this limits the amount of time and money that 

educators could use on content improvement or other important areas.  In order for this 

technology to be used efficiently in education, the software platform should focus on its 

flexibility. 

 Immersive technology has progressed to a state where it has become feasible to create 

virtual environments that are extensible and accessible to all disciplines.  CAVE (3) and 

Sense8 (4) have attempted to create such environments, but they focus on specific uses or 

offer little flexibility to developers.  In general, the current VR systems handcuff the 
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developer to specific hardware or selected software tools in their applications.  These tools 

often require changing the application when support for new devices and other technologies 

is added (2,5).   

 In order to implement this technology into chemical education, the attention is 

focused towards the gaming industry and their remarkable advancements in realistic 3D 

graphics.  The intention is to choose a multiplatform and multiprocessor friendly format in 

which to develop a 3D graphics engine for chemical education.  The purpose of this chapter 

is to evaluate which software is best suited for developing a 3D graphics engine and to 

identify the basic hardware needed for future chemistry modules.  The chapter will be 

divided into three major categories:  

 

• Requirements of an Immersive Virtual Reality Application for Chemistry 

This section will analyze the basic requirements of an immersive VR application for 

chemical education.  The requirements will be categorized and used to direct the research 

into areas where existing VR software can be improved. 

 

• Investigation of Existing Virtual Reality Software 

This section will explore some of the VR software currently available.  The evaluation of the 

major environments currently in use helped to identify their specific strengths based on the 

requirements in the previous section.  From this information, it was possible to find many 

useful features and designs to consider as well as determine what things to avoid. 
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• Design Suggestions for a 3D Graphics Engine for Chemistry 

This section will outline the design of a 3D graphics engine for chemistry.  After completing 

the review of current technologies, the need for the development of a 3D graphics engine was 

clear.  With an understanding of the needs of VR and the analysis of current environments, a 

set of requirements is listed for a future immersive environment for chemistry. 
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2.2   Virtual Reality  

Virtual reality is a way to visualize, manipulate and interact with computers and 

extremely complex data (6).  The communication between the computer and the user creates 

a sensory environment for the user to experience, which may be multi-sensory, and the 

computer creates a sense of reality in response to the users’ inputs.  It is hard to describe 

what VR is not, since it incorporates all previous media (books, slides, audio, video, 

multimedia) and can entail the use of immersive technology.  Immersive technology includes 

photographic technologies, 3D technologies, and 3D modeling tools.  Jaron Lanier, founder 

of VPL (Virtual Programming Language) Research, initially coined the term virtual reality in 

the 1980s (7).  Virtual reality is often used synonymously with virtual environment (VE) and 

virtual world. 

Virtual reality offers many advantages for the future of education, but there are still 

challenges that researchers have to face.  Before exploring the issues involved in using such 

technology, there are several concepts that need to be described to have an understanding of 

what VR is all about.  Virtual environments may be characterized by three major elements: 

real-time 3D graphics, interaction and immersion, each of which contributes to the sense of 

reality in the experiences.  However, as outlined in section 2.2.2, VR does not necessarily 

require the inclusion of all three elements to provide a sense of reality. 

 

• Real-time 3D Graphics 

Virtual reality is synthetic (e.g., animations, graphics).  The computer synthesizes an 

environment at run-time based upon the user’s inputs.  The views in a VE are from a 3D 

perspective, occupying a wide field of view and often stereoscopic.  Robust 3D graphics 
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engines produce real-time rendering often by using the OpenGL API (Application 

Programming Interface). 

 

• Interaction 

The interaction in a VE is user-centered or closed-loop.  Interactivity is used to guide 

object behavior and enable the user to manipulate all aspects of the VE.  Experiences 

within a VE are similar to those in the real world, providing the user with freedom to 

explore with an intuitive interface.  This level of interaction engages the user because the 

environment is responding to their actions accordingly.   

 

• Immersion 

How well the user perceives a VE as real is a measure of immersion.  The term immersive 

is often used to describe the impression that a user has of being somewhere when, in 

reality, they are in another place.  An immersive VE engages a user through multi-sensory 

systems and helps to provide a sense of presence. 

• Multi-sensory techniques are employed for interacting with the user through the 

use of multiple human sensory systems.  These senses may include haptic (sense 

of touch), visual, auditory, and olfactory. 

• Presence in a VE gives the user the sense of being inside the application.  This is 

often provided by an egocentric point-of-view, giving the user with a view of the 

virtual world that matches their physical position and direction.   
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 An effective virtual environment application for chemistry should incorporate all of 

the above components to deliver an environment that appears as real as possible to the user.  

Accomplishing such a task is often difficult because VR applications incorporate many 

additional requirements on software development that traditional interactive systems can 

neglect (2,5).  In particular, the main concern is human-computer interaction within the VE 

(8,9).  Steps to avoid the user adversely perceiving the application must be approached with 

caution.  The integration of too many devices and components leads to a highly complex 

system and can often deviate from the original design goals of the application.  The 

complexity is inherent because VR systems bring together a wide range of unique hardware, 

software tools, and algorithms to make the environment as intuitive as possible (2).   

 

2.2.1   Hardware 

 Equipment for VR systems can be separated into two categories, displays and 

controls.  Display technologies include items such as stereo glasses (anaglyph, passive and 

active), autostereoscopic displays, HMDs, binocular omni-orientation monitor (BOOM), 

CAVE and ImmersaDesk.  Control technologies include items such as mice, joysticks, 

trackballs, wands, spaceballs, and gloves.  There are many other display and control 

technologies available, however, we limited our evaluation to these particular technologies.   
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Displays  

 Stereoscopic 3D images involve a pair of side-by-side stereo images, better known as 

stereo pairs.  Stereo pairs distribute left and right views of a scene to the left and right eyes of 

the user independently.  The images produced by the stereo pair contain depth information 

due to parallax inherent in the paired images (10).  However, stereo displays can suffer from 

cross talk.  Cross talk, or ghosting, occurs when the image destined for one eye, reaches the 

opposite one reducing the ability for the user to fuse the stereoscopic image and the overall 

quality of the 3D image (11).  Stereoscopic 3D is not to be confused with conventional 3D, 

which is the ability to rotate objects and view them from all angles.  The stereo glasses 

discussed below are stereo pair based technologies. 

 Anaglyph glasses (Figure 2.1A) are inexpensive 3D viewing devices that can be used 

by several users to view an image simultaneously.  Anaglyphs require the user to view an 

image with colored filters covering each eye.  This time-parallel method displays an image in 

red for one eye and either green, blue or cyan for the other eye (10).   

 Passive glasses (Figure 2.1B) are similar to anaglyphs glasses in that they are 

inexpensive, lightweight and suited for multiple users.  The stereo effect in a passive system 

can be achieved by using either a single projector with a lens that switches polarization with 

the image or by two projectors each projecting their image with individual polarization at the 

same time.  The polarizing filters are attached in front of each projector lens so that when 

users wear polarizing glasses, each lens only admits the light from the corresponding 

projector.  Polarization can be either linear (light polarized at right angles) or circular (left 

and right hand polarization).  Linear polarization restricts tilting the head towards the 
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shoulder to a few degrees or the stereo effect can be lost.  Circular polarization allows users 

to interact freely with a VR system without hindering the stereo.   

 Active glasses (Figure 2.1C), often called shutter glasses, work by rapidly blocking 

the image to each eye in a sequential fashion to preclude flicker.  Shutter glasses are 

synchronized by infrared signals in such a way that each lens opens and closes (refresh rate) 

for each eye without the user noticing it.  When one eye is viewing the image, the other eye 

is not and vice versa.  As a result, each eye sees a unique image and the brain integrates these 

two views into a stereo picture.  Active glasses are fragile and require their own power 

supply, making them heavier than the other stereo glasses.   

 A graphical display is termed autostereoscopic when all of the work of the stereo 

separation is done by the display (12).  Autostereoscopic displays present a spatial image to 

the user without the use of glasses, goggles or other viewing aids.  Holographic images also 

fall into this category.  A parallax barrier, raster, approximately 2-4” in front of the screen 

separates the views so that each alternating stripe is seen by a different eye.  Cameras track 

the users’ eyes and adjust the raster accordingly.   

 Head-mounted displays (Figure 2.1F) place a pair of screens directly in front of the 

user’s eyes.  They are designed to take advantage of human binocular vision capabilities and 

to effectively isolate the user from their surroundings.  The helmet portion of the HMD 

contains all the hardware needed to run the display and is often cumbersome to wear.  

However, these displays can offer high resolution and contrast which are beneficial for full 

immersion.  High resolution enhances the detail in an image; and high contrast better 

differentiates between the light and dark areas of an image.  HMDs can be quite expensive 

depending upon the features required for the system. 
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 The BOOM (Figure 2.1E) is a head-coupled stereoscopic display device by 

Fakespace, Inc.  The CRT displays and optical system are enclosed in a box, which is 

attached to a post through a large multi-link arm.  Through this box, the user can see the 

virtual world and can guide the box into any position using six degrees of freedom (DOF).  

Together, the translation (relative position along the X, Y, and Z axes) and the rotation 

(relative orientation; pitch - rotation about the X-axis, yaw - rotation about the Y-axis, and 

roll - rotation about the Z-axis) about the three axes are what are referred to as six degrees of 

freedom.  Tracking is accomplished via sensors in the multi-link arm.  Users find the BOOM 

less cumbersome than HMDs because they do not have to support the weight of the system.  

However, the users’ hands are not free to perform other tasks and the post limits the 

movement of the viewer.   

 CAVE (Figure 2.1D) is a multi-person, high-resolution, room-sized 3D display.  

CAVE consists of three rear-projected screen walls positioned at right angles from one 

another and a floor to form a cube (10’x10’x10’).  Synchronized stereo images are projected 

simultaneously, surrounding users with a 3D environment.  Users wear active glasses and 

interact using 3D input devices such as wands and gloves.  All perspectives are calculated 

from the user’s point of view using a head tracker.  CAVE applications are computationally 

intensive as one stereo pair per each of the three walls and floor is required.  This system is 

very expensive, but provides the user freedom to walk around within the environment. 

 ImmersaDesk (Figure 2.1G) is effectively a one-wall CAVE.  This display uses active 

glasses, head tracking and hand tracking to provide a portable immersive environment for 

multiple users.  It features a 4’ x 5’ rear projected screen at a 45º angle, which is large 

enough to fill the users FOV.  The stereo glasses are synchronized with the display using an 
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infrared signal to provide the correct viewpoint for each eye.  This system is not as expensive 

as CAVE, but still provides the user with a sense of immersion.  

 

 

              
(A)                                 (B)            (C) 

 
(D) 

                      
                              (E)                                  (F)                           (G)                       
 Figure 2.1   Image of (A) Anaglyph Glasses, (B) Passive Glasses, (C) Active Glasses, (D) CAVE, 

(E) BOOM, (F) HMD, and (G) ImmersaDesk. 
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Controls 

 The simplest forms of control hardware are a conventional mouse, joystick, trackball 

and a wand.  Most users are familiar with using a mouse to interact with PCs on a daily basis.  

The same could be said of a joystick and trackball for other interaction purposes.  Companies 

have also created a variety of 3D mice, joysticks and trackballs for movement with six DOF.  

However, through the use of creative programming, 2D devices can be manipulated for 3D 

controls.  Often times a wand (Figure 2.2A) is used in a VR system because of their abstract 

nature.  Wands come in a variety of shapes and variations such as buttons, knobs, dials, and 

sticks.  Most wands operate with six DOF and are tailored to the application.  Wands are very 

versatile and simple, making them quite popular in VR.  

 The Spaceball (Figure 2.2B) is an input controller that works in conjunction with your 

mouse.  It consists of 12 user programmable buttons and a rubberized sphere mounted on the 

base that can be manipulated in six DOF to help you navigate through 3D scenes.   

The most common type of tracking device is a pair of gloves (Figure 2.2C).  A glove 

is outfitted with sensors on the fingers and enables the user to manipulate virtual objects in a 

natural manner.  Basic data gloves may permit the user to see their hand appear in the virtual 

environment and grasp objects, but nothing prevents the user from moving their hand through 

the objects.  Advanced gloves, such as the CyberGrasp (Figure 2.2D) or CyberForce, allow 

tactile (haptic) feedback to the user.  This is achieved by incorporating a software 

controllable exoskeleton, rings, air jets, springs, or solenoids on the gloves.  Haptic gloves 

permit the user’s hand to conform to the shape of an object, feel the density, and restrict the 

range of motion to that of the real human body.  Prices of gloves start around a few hundred 

dollars for very simple interaction to over forty thousand dollars for gloves with exoskeleton 
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controllers.  The built in haptic interfaces in these gloves can greatly increase the realism of a 

VE, but come at a great expense. 

 The main drawback for some of these controllers is that users may need to see the 

controller in order to operate them.  In VR systems using HMDs, this would cause a serious 

problem, as the user is not able to see anything outside the VE.  However, gloves can be used 

with HMDs as well a standard PC monitor system.  The more advanced features a control 

has, such as DOF and haptics, translates into more information that must be processed 

causing lag and other difficulties for the VR system. 

 

      
   (A)                                                     (B) 

 

      
                                       (C)         (D) 

Figure 2.2   Image of (A) Wand, (B) SpaceBall 5000, (C) Data Glove, and (D) CyberGrasp. 
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2.2.2 Virtual Reality Systems 

 Virtual reality systems designed for education typically fall into four major 

categories: text-based, non-immersive, semi-immersive and immersive VR.  Each system has 

its own unique qualities depending on the level of immersion and cost.  It is important to note 

that each type of VR system has a role to play and it is important to choose the right system 

for the desired application.  A brief description of each of these four categories will be 

presented along with the pros and cons of each type of system as it pertains to education. 

  

Text-based VR 

 Text-based VR involves real-time multi-person environments described textually on a 

PC.  These environments are commonly known as Multi-User-Dungeons (MUDs) and MUD 

Object Oriented (MOOs) (13).  Text-based VR systems start with interactivity and leave the 

graphics out.  The users interact by typing commands and communicate by typing messages 

on their computer keyboards rather then using or interacting with 3D graphics.   

 

Pros 

• Multiple users:  Large amount of users share the same virtual world. 

• Text dependencies:  Encourages reading and writing as situations are cast in story-like 

formats. 

 

Cons 

• Non-immersive: Lack of multi-sensory representation may render Text-based VR as an 

incomplete learning environment. 
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• Unguided:  Leaves users without specific goals. 

 

Non-immersive VR 

 Non-immersive VR systems such as Desktop VR are an extension of interactive 

multimedia involving 3D images.  Desktop VR systems incorporate graphics workstations, 

head tracking and other input devices.  The user views a VE through one or more high-

resolution desktop monitors, which display the 3D graphics of the VE on a 2D screen.  The 

user is free to interact with the environment, but is not immersed within it.  However, a 

stereoscopic display and 3D input devices can be used to enhance the experience in a 3D 

Desktop VR system.  First person point-of-view games, like Quake, are a type of Desktop 

VR. 

 

Pros 

• Inexpensive:  Can be delivered via a personal computer (PC) and common interaction 

devices (e.g. keyboard and mice).  

• Display:  A standard desktop monitor can be used as the display medium, although 

stereo glasses can be included to enhance immersion. 

• Multi-user:  Desktop VR is primarily a single user system, however, it has the ability to 

support multiple users through networked collaborative environments such as Croquet 

(14). 

• Interaction Devices:  Available haptic and other non-visual technologies can be 

incorporated to enhance presence. 
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Cons 

• Immersion:  The low cost looks attractive for educational applications, but often 

provides a limited sense of immersion and covers a small field of view (FOV).  

• Scale:  Typically, Desktop VR does not facilitate a VE where the perception of scale is 

an important factor. 

 

Semi-immersive VR  

 Semi-immersive VR systems are based on fixed, wide-angle displays (~60º - 270º).  

Using the wider field of view, the user experiences a greater sense of presence than Desktop 

VR.  This category includes both single and multiple projection systems.  In a single 

projection system, the user is tracked and the visual output is on a single screen.  A single 

projection system often requires the same demands on the software as Desktop VR.  The 

ImmersaDesk is a single-projection type of Semi-immersive VR.  In a multiple projection 

system, the visual output is on multiple screens, which does not fully envelope the user.  The 

concept of this system originated from flight simulator technologies.   

 

Pros 

• Resolution:  Resolution is determined by the number of horizontal and vertical pixels 

(dots) of the display area.  Single or multiple projection systems are utilized to increase 

resolution, which enhances the detail in an image. 

• Immersion:  Synchronized high-resolution images provide the user with immersion in a 

computer generated VE.   
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• Interaction Devices:  A variety of VR hardware can be incorporated into the design to 

enhance the user’s experience. 

• Multi-user:  Allows multiple users to share and be involved in the same environment. 

• Scale:  With stereo and a large field of view, a true sense of scale can be achieved. 

 

Cons 

• Cost:  The initial investment can be quite expensive for minimum functionality.  

• Size:  Projection systems often require a large amount of space to setup. 

 

Immersive VR 

Immersive VR systems are the ones that first come to mind when generally talking 

about VR.  Such systems immerse the user in, or surround the user by, the virtual 

environment.  The immersion is achieved by using a large multi-projection display system, 

such as the CAVE, or HMDs that are either mounted on or arranged to move with the users 

head.  CAVE type systems produce an instantaneous wide FOV around the user, while 

HMDs provide a virtual total FOV using tracking technology to adjust the viewpoints 

relative to the user.  Immersive VR systems have the ability to exclude visible features of the 

real environment by providing a complete 360º field of view of the VE.  Due to the high cost 

of large multi-projection systems, only HMD based systems will be evaluated. 

 

Pros 

• Immersion:  User is fully immersed in the VE using a 360º field of view. 
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• Scale:  The stereoscopic view provides depth cues that enhance the sense of space, 

presenting the VE in full scale to the user. 

• Interaction:  The VE can be enhanced by realistic interactions with virtual objects using 

available VR hardware technologies. 

• Size:  HMDs use trackers to recalculate the new direction perspective and do not 

require large amounts of space.   

• Multi-user:  HMDs are generally single user systems, however, networked application 

can allow for collaborative environments. 

 

Cons 

• Cost:  The initial investment can be quite expensive. 

• Resolution:  Low cost HMDs typically provide poor resolution and FOV. 

• Isolation:  Users often feel isolated due to the removal of real objects. 

 
 
 

Table 2.1  Comparison of VR System Technologies (5) 

Features Text-based VR Non-Immersive 
VR 

Semi-Immersive 
VR 

Immersive VR 

Resolution N/A High High Medium-High 
Scale N/A Low Medium-High High 

Field of View N/A Low ( < 50º) Medium ( > 60º) High (360º) 
Immersion N/A Low Medium-High High 

Users Multiple Multiple Multiple Multiple 
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The degree of immersion is often connected to the hardware used in the VR system.  

Hardware components of a VR system are responsible for receiving input from the user or 

external sources and conveying multi-sensory output to create the illusion of a VE.  The 

software component is responsible for efficiently handling the hardware utilized by the VR 

system. Many factors go into the selection of appropriate hardware and software components.  

These factors include cost, portability, speed, resolution, field of view and the freedom of 

movement.   
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2.3   Needs of a Virtual Reality Application for Chemistry 

 To overcome the limitations of traditional 2D applications for chemistry, we need to 

address the issues that others have lacked.  In particular, we believe the application should 

incorporate realistic 3D graphics and interaction with all aspects of the VE in an intuitive 

manner.  An Immersive VR application should provide the entire experience of a chemistry 

laboratory spanning pre-lab, in-lab, and post-lab assessment.  These experiences would 

include safety, instruction/guidance, real-time feedback, mixing of chemicals, and exposure 

to analytical instrumentation.  The students should not be limited to the amount of freedom 

they have to explore ideas and investigate new concepts.   

A variety of techniques can be utilized to provide the VE with the same educational 

benefits as a real chemistry laboratory.  The majority of the VE should be interactive, 

although, some aspects of the environment can be handled via simulation or animation.  The 

pouring of wet chemicals will require appropriate fluid dynamics to provide realistic 

interactions with selected glassware; and simulations can be used to demonstrate their 

physical properties when mixed.  All chemicals should be given properties that dictate how 

they will interact with other chemicals.  To further distinguish the VE from traditional 

applications, we believe the VE should emphasize proper chemical techniques by providing 

realistic feedback to their actions.  Interaction should be performed with a hands-on 

approach, not by clicking menus or having objects randomly appear on the screen.  

Interaction techniques such as hand clues (15) and hand gestures (16) can be used instead of 

traditional 2D menus for the selection and direct manipulation (rotation, translation) of 

virtual objects. 
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Typical objects found in a chemistry laboratory are shown in Figure 2.3 according to 

their object decomposition.  The initial object outline is not a complete set of objects, but as 

essential objects common to most laboratory environments.  As specific modules/laboratories 

are designed, additional dependencies can be added to the list.  Any future design should not 

place restrictions on the chemicals, glassware, and instruments that are made available to the 

student.  Each component needs to be assigned functions that allow them to interact with 

others.  This will provide the students with complete control, similar to their experience in an 

actual chemistry lab.    

 
• Laboratory 

o Safety (A, S) 
 Fire extinguisher 
 Eye wash 
 Overhead shower 

o Lab Bench 
 Top  

• DI water (I) 
• Analytical balance (I) 

 Sink 
• Faucet (A, S, I) 

 Drawers 
• Top Drawer (A, I) 

o Safety goggles 
o Lab apron 

• Middle Drawer 
o Glassware (I) 
o Utensils (I) 
o Matches (A, S) 

o Cabinets 
 Storage 

• Hot plate (I) 
• Bunsen burner (A, I) 

 Acid (I) 
• Reagents (Acids)  

 Reagents (A-Z) (I) 
• General reagents 

o Hood  
 Controls (I) 
 Shield (A) 

• Waste tray 
o Waste containers 

o Oven (I) 
o Instruments (I) 

 
Figure 2.3  Traditional Chemistry Laboratory Objects 

(A) Animation, (S) Simulation, and (I) Interactive represent suggested manner of integration into the VE. 
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To create a VR application for chemistry from the requirements listed above, the 

application needs to be simple, flexible, and efficient.  The requirements of a VR chemistry 

application are not much different from that of other VR applications, therefore, only the 

three main requirements will be discussed. 

 

2.3.1   Simple 

 Chemistry instructors should focus their time on content and visualization, not on the 

inherent complexity of the system.  The users and developers should have a short learning 

curve when it comes to manipulating the environment in order to suit their needs.  Simplicity 

can maximize the usefulness of a VR application for all aspects of chemistry, from module 

development to content delivery. 

 

2.3.2   Flexible 

 Flexibility is very important for any VR application, especially in the educational 

field where resources are often limited.  A flexible VR application will allow developers to 

concentrate on functionality rather than compatibility.  Minor changes to the hardware and 

software should not require extensive rewriting and recompiling of the application.  Instead, 

the application should easily allow for new extensions and additional support to be added at 

any time.  Virtual reality hardware technology continues to evolve, creating new input/output 

devices as well as improving on those that have been around for many years.  Because of this 

continual growth, the application should easily adapt to most hardware changes (i.e. different 

type of displays, tracking devices and haptic devices).  Flexibility in a VR chemistry 
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application will generally allow for a longer shelf life than those with limited supporting 

features. 

 

Portability  

 A VR application for chemistry should easily adapt to any type of VR system.  It 

should not handcuff the user and developer by being overly restrictive.  If the application 

design focuses on portability, the software might only have to be written once.  This can be 

extremely helpful in the long-run, since it will avoid downtime and recompiling the 

application.   

The application should provide multi-platform support for both the developer and end 

user.  It is essential to select the appropriate 3D library or API for maximum flexibility in the 

real-time display.  They provide low-level access to software and hardware features, which 

are important for custom 3D applications.  The selection of a toolkit depends on the 

portability of the source code, which can often be a major inconvenience.  Development of 

multi-platform applications is becoming more significant as many companies demand 

applications to be delivered on installed hardware.  

 

2.3.3   Efficient 

 Many scientific principles in chemistry are dynamic and 3D, as such, hard to 

visualize through conventional pedagogical idioms (7).  Providing an immersive VE for 

chemistry involves creating media (models, textures), defining worlds, defining 

behaviors/interactivity, and managing real-time displays.  A VR application for chemistry 

needs to be efficient if it is to survive as a long lasting educational tool.  The efficiency, or 
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performance, of the application will be determined by multiple factors such as visualization, 

responsiveness, interactivity, and online capabilities. 

 

Visualization 

 Visualization is very important in chemistry as well as other physical sciences.  A 

chemistry application should provide the user an egocentric (user centered) point of view 

with a good sense of an object’s scale relative to the environment.  The egocentric view 

depends on a high-performance application to provide the user with a visually real 

environment.  Graphics formats from popular 2D and 3D drawing and animation tools should 

be accessible from the application.  Provisions should be made to offer conceptual 

visualization within the VE.  Using conceptual visualization techniques, users can zoom into 

and experience what is occurring at the microscopic or atomic level.  It also allows the user 

to alter the conventional laws of physics, which can assist with explaining complex 

phenomena such as electromagnetic and atomic forces. 

 

Responsiveness 

 All available resources of a system must be used to maximize the responsiveness of a 

VR application.  The main priority of an immersive VE is to avoid causing any physical 

discomfort to the user.  Because the application will be egocentric, the physical comfort and 

experience relies upon presenting a captivating and interactive environment to the user.  Low 

performing systems can lead to low latency (total time delay), which in turn leads to 

disengagement from the application.  Latency is a cumulative effect caused by each system 

component (i.e. operating system, communications speed, ability of components to be 
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responsive to feedback etc.).  The goal will be to minimize the lag between the users input 

and the system response.  However, excessive latency also adversely affects engagement and 

presence in the application.  A compromise between the two must be made to avoid any 

conflicts that can cause cybersickness (motion sickness type symptoms) (2,5).   

  

Interactivity 

 Interactivity depends on the responsiveness of the system.  If the VR system is not 

updating the environment quick enough, then it is difficult for the application to operate in an 

interactive manner.  Direct participation between the user and computer with real-time 

performance is required to meet the needs of the user in an immersive VE.  Users should feel 

as if they were physically interacting (hands-on) with virtual objects, rather than simply 

pushing buttons on a screen.  The application should allow the user to actively participate 

with the VE and provide constant feedback based on the users’ actions.  This includes the 

ability of the application to recognize and respond in a realistic way to common errors 

(mixing the wrong chemicals, incorrect measurements etc.).   

 If the modules are designed around a single task, then a single user environment 

would suffice.  However, if there will be more than one task, then the design should include 

interaction between multiple users within the environment.  Multiple users should have the 

ability to collaborate with each other or have the ability to communicate with the instructor 

while performing their actions.  Designing applications for multiple users allows all users to 

be aware of not only their presence, but that of others as well, adding to the overall 

experience.  However, multiple users within the same environment contribute heavily to 

latency problems and synchronization factors.    
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Online Capabilities 

 The VR application should be accessible via the Internet.  This can be either in part or 

in whole depending on the method of software distribution (CD/DVD).  Wide area networks 

(WANs) and Local area networks (LANs) can be used to transmit data to multiple users in 

remote locations.  Parallel computer networks have the potential to supply unlimited 

computing power and can be utilized to handle extremely complex algorithms.  The web 

browsers contain message boards and chat rooms that can allow for easy online collaboration 

between users and the instructor.  The flexibility to adapt to a variety of VR systems allows 

VR modules/laboratories to be executed from virtually anywhere and at anytime.   
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2.4   Evaluation of Existing Virtual Reality Software 

 Many development environments and toolkits aid in constructing VE applications.  

They range anywhere from platform independent languages implemented on low cost 

desktop workstations to high-end systems customized for immersion based environments 

(9,17,18).  In addition, there are an increasing number programming libraries (toolkits, 3D 

graphics engines) that sit somewhere in between the two extremes.   

 Toolkits are programming libraries, mainly for C/C++, which provide a set of 

functions that a skilled programmer can use to create VR applications.  A 3D graphics engine 

is a collection of structures, functions, and algorithms used to visualize 3D objects on a 2D 

screen.  The engine typically abstracts much of the low-level rendering for the 3D models 

and environments.  Development environments, or authoring systems, are complete programs 

with a graphical user interface (GUI) for creating worlds without resorting to detailed 

programming.  Typically, these systems provide an API with support for user customization 

and have their own 3D engine.  The simplicity and flexibility of development environments 

allows for rapid prototyping, but at the same time locks design into the capabilities of the 

development toolkit (19,20).  The programming libraries are generally more flexible and 

have faster renderers than authoring systems, but you must be a very skilled programmer to 

use them.  This section will provide an overview of the above categories of software 

currently used to produce VR applications.   
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2.4.1 Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML 97) 

 Virtual Reality Modeling Language is a cross-platform language for describing 3D 

image sequences and possible user interactions to go with them.  Using VRML 97, you can 

build a sequence of visual images into Web settings with which a user can interact by 

viewing, moving, and rotating a 3D scene.  It can be programmed in a basic text editor, world 

builder application, or 3D modeler. 

VRML was primarily designed for use on desktop computers over the web.  

Although, many toolkits allow use of VRML files (input/output) to higher-end immersive 

systems.  It can be used for multi-user shared environments and can function on low-end 

desktops over the Internet.  VRML was the open standard for virtual reality on the Internet in 

the mid-late 90s, however, it has not been updated since 1997 and support is hard to find. 

  

2.4.2 OpenGL 

 OpenGL is a low-level platform independent (e.g. Windows, UNIX, Macintosh) 

software interface to graphics hardware that allows programmers to produce high-quality 

color images of 3D objects.  Since its debut in 1992 by Silicon Graphics Inc. (21), OpenGL 

has become a widely recognized industry standard graphics API.  OpenGL is not a VR 

platform; it is consider by many as the de facto standard for making 3D graphics. 

OpenGL is not a programming language, but functions as an API that is used as a 

software development tool for graphics applications through a collection of 250 distinct 

commands and functions.  It provides the programmer with a small set of geometric 

primitives (points, lines, polygons), image primitives (images, bitmaps) and a set of 

commands that allow the specification of geometric objects in two or three dimensions by 
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their vertices.  Using the provided primitives and commands, the programmer can control 

how these objects are rendered to the screen.  OpenGL does not provide functions for 

window management.  Instead, the OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) provides an interface to 

operating system services.  Although there are a variety of programming languages that call 

OpenGL (Java, Perl, Python, Fortran), most are C/C++ centric. 

 

2.4.3 Open Inventor 

 Open Inventor is an open source cross-platform 3D graphics developer toolkit by 

Mercury (22).  This high-level API provides sophisticated capabilities to non-VR experts.  

The developer has the choice of either programming in C/C++ or Java.  It presents a 

programming model based on a 3D scene database that simplifies graphics programming.  

Open Inventor has the power and functionality of OpenGL at an object-oriented level.  

Open Inventor was specifically designed to use OpenGL for graphics rendering and 

can take advantage of OpenGL accelerators.  It uses an extensible architecture, allowing 

developers to easily add new objects.  Support is provided for OpenGL and VRML APIs 

with enhanced image output formats such as TIFF, JPEG and BMP.  Although the toolkit is 

designed to simplify VE development, it assumes the programmer has a solid understanding 

of OpenGL and 3D graphics. 

 

2.4.4 Visualization Toolkit (VTK) 

 Visualization Toolkit is a multi-platform open source software system for 3D 

computer graphics and visualization by Kitware Inc. (23).  The toolkit is complete, providing 

implementations of many algorithms with which the programmer can do extensive data 
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visualization.  VTK applications can be written in C++, Tcl, Java or Python.  The design and 

implementation of the library was strongly influenced by object-oriented principles and is at 

a much higher level of abstraction than OpenGL.  In return, it is much easier to create useful 

graphics and visualization applications.  However, VTK is a research/visualization-focused 

toolkit and does not have a fast graphics engine.   

 

2.4.5 WorldToolkit (WTK) 

 World Toolkit (4) is a cross-platform standard VR library provided by Sense8 with a 

large user community.  It is the most standard VR software available and supports the 

development of both Desktop and Immersive VR applications.  Together with World2World 

(4), WTK allows for multi-user distributed virtual environments.  WTK is a VR library 

written in C/C++.  To create a VE, the developer has to write C/C++ code that uses the WTK 

API.  Scene graphs (organized data structures) are utilized to handle user inputs and for 

manipulating the simulation.  Object/Property/Event architecture is utilized to help simplify 

many common programming tasks.  WTK supports functions for both loading geometry as 

well as for specifying dynamic geometry.  The vast library of device drivers allows WTK to 

support nearly every VR hardware device on the market.  This commercial VR development 

environment is one of few packages that include functionalities for a large range of VR 

development needs.  However, WTK costs upwards of $8,000 - $15,000 per copy (each 

platform is treated as a different product) and technical support runs an additional $400 per 

year.   
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Table 2.2  Summary of Evaluated Software Technologies 

Tool Interface Multi-
Platform 

Graphics 
Support 

Portable VR 
Hardware 

VRML Text Y N Y N 

OpenGL C/C++ Y N Y N 

Open Inventor C/C++, 

Java 

Y N Y N 

VTK C++, 

Java 

Y Y Y N 

WTK C++ Y Y Y Y 
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2.5 Design of a 3D Graphics Engine for Chemistry 

 The goal of the final application will be to provide an immersive virtual environment 

in which modules/laboratories can rapidly be developed and delivered on a reasonably 

powerful PC.  Our goal was not to replace traditional wet-chemistry.  Instead, we wanted to 

provide chemistry students with experiences that normally would not be possible by other 

means.  Prior to implementation into chemical education, the design for this specific 

technology must be outlined.  The design goals are based on the metaphor of a traditional 

chemistry laboratory that involves students wearing safety goggles, listening to the pre-lab 

briefing, interacting with lab partners, obtaining materials, performing the lab, and finally 

submitting a lab report for grading.  Our interface design will employ immersive VR 

technology to create the impression of being in this type of laboratory environment.   

 

This remainder of this chapter is as follows:   

• Section 2.5.1 discusses system architecture selection. 

• Section 2.5.2 details prototype application. 

• Section 2.5.3 concludes work and provides future direction for the project. 
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2.5.1   System Architecture 

Software selection is a critical factor in the success or failure of a VE application 

(8,20).  The evaluation of current software technologies introduced several contributing 

factors to the selection of our system architecture.  Along with the requirements evaluated in 

the previous sections, other factors were considered such as cost, familiarity (programming 

language, toolkits), and support.  When we considered these additional factors, using 

commercially available development environments became impracticable.  A variety of 

different toolkits could be utilized, however, they only provide a set of functions for a 

particular programming language.  Presented with these facts, only two alternatives remained 

for the development of our application.  We had to either modify existing software or 

develop the application from the ground up.   

 Modifying an existing platform was an idea conceived from the recent advances in 

the gaming industry.  Immersive VR is generally quite expensive while games, a form of 

Desktop VR, are relatively cheap.  In addition, while many immersive VR systems are 

designed for HMDs, gloves and trackers, games are designed for personal computers with 

standard input and output devices.  At the center of all high-quality games is a robust 3D 

graphics engine.  Many new games will use an existing graphics engine from another game 

in order to develop their product quicker.  The Quake III and Unreal Tournament (UT) 

engines are examples of versatile 3D graphics engines.  These engines can be found in 

academia as well as a variety of other VR applications.  The potential downside of dealing 

with pre-existing graphics engines for a chemistry application is that you may end up using a 

lot of code not wanted or needed.  Most open source graphics engines suffer from poor 

documentation and support, which requires the developer to sift through and understand the 
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thousands of lines of code before manipulating it.  You may also have to implement your 

program using the engines existing framework, which could alter the final requirements of 

the application (20).   

 Our other alternative was to develop the application from the ground up.  Evaluation 

of current software technologies supported this method due to the lack of an application 

builder that fit our requirements.  The core of an application for chemistry can be treated 

similar to that of game, enabling us to focus on creating our own 3D graphics engine.  The 

engine will be responsible for rendering our 3D models and environment to the screen in 

real-time.  A physics engine as well as a wide variety of toolkits can also be incorporated into 

the design as needed, creating a so-called game engine for chemistry.  Although 

programming a graphics engine for chemistry will require a large amount of experience and 

time before a working prototype can be created, it offers a maximum amount of flexibility for 

the end application, whatever the requirements might be.   

 Building a 3D graphics engine requires programming with an external development 

system.  Our previous evaluation of software technologies led us to design our engine in 

Microsoft Visual C++ (VC++), due to its broad use and the robust support network available.  

The OpenGL API will be utilized for real-time 3D graphics.  We believe that writing our 

graphics engine using any other API, such as DirectX, would be a mistake since OpenGL is 

currently supported by all platforms.  Designing our engine with OpenGL implies that all 

other things non-graphical would have to be implemented separately into the environment.  

This was an acceptable approach as different toolkits could be used to perform specific tasks 

once the visual depiction of the environment was complete.   
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2.5.2  Development Process 

With an understanding of the requirements needed in the VE and the selection of 

system architecture, we moved towards developing a working prototype.  This methodology 

allows familiarization with the chosen development environment while working towards the 

ultimate goal of building a 3D graphics engine for chemistry.  It also allows testing new ideas 

as well as customizing the design and implementation of the VE.   

Programming was performed on a Pentium 4, 3.0 GHz Windows XP machine with 1 

gig memory and a 128 MB NVIDIA GeForce4 video card.  This machine was a top of the 

line desktop PC in 2002 and was selected to handle all aspects of our programming needs.  

Microsoft Visual C++.NET was purchased from the NCSU Bookstore and all of the OpenGL 

libraries were included with Microsoft XP. 

Before using OpenGL to create a robust and powerful 3D graphics engine, we had to 

gain an understanding of the rudimentary and basic elements OpenGL had to offer.  In the 

sections to follow, the information presented will concentrate on the pertinent components of 

the code used to construct each task.  The complete source code is available in Appendix A 

and includes personal notes for most portions.   
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2.5.2.1   Framework  

The first task successfully completed was the creation of a VC++ Windows 

application that setup an OpenGL window.  This base Windows application served as a 

framework for testing and building the OpenGL routines.  Construction began by creating a 

new Win32 application in VC++ that invoked the OpenGL libraries.  As with all OpenGL 

applications, header files for each library were included.   

 
#include <windows.h>  // Access to WGL routines 
#include <GL/gl.h>  // Access to OpenGL library 
#include <GL/glu.h>  // Access to OpenGL utility library 
#include <GL/glaux.h>  // Access to AUX library 
 

The <windows.h> header is necessary to initialize the control rendering and extends Win32 

so that OpenGL can be fully supported.  The AUX library <glaux.h> provides simple 

functions for creating windows and reading keyboard and mouse activity.  For the purpose of 

the initial prototype, the AUX library is acceptable, however, GLUT has since replaced the 

outdated and unsupported AUX library.  Using GLUT <glut.h> assures the programmer that 

<gl.h> and <glu.h> are properly included and that the program is portable.  The AUX library 

should be replaced by GLUT for any future programming. 

Next, the variables that will specify our rendering window for OpenGL were established.  

Since we are utilizing Microsoft Windows, we use a Graphic Device Interface (GDI) device 

context hDC to manage the drawing state and commands.  Here, the device context acts as a 

data structure for the output of graphic rendering to the window.  The rendering context hRC 

remembers OpenGL settings and commands, which inevitably links to the device context to 

display the graphics. 

 
HDC hDC=NULL; // GDI device context 
HGLRC       hRC=NULL;     // Rendering context   
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 In order to provide an egocentric view with a good sense of scale, perspective 

projection will be utilized in the application.  The 3D perspective view provided by the 

gluPerspective function help visualize the 3D world on a 2D screen, much like a human view 

in the real world where objects size depends on the objects distance from the viewer (24).  

Here, the projection matrix is setup with three parameters; the field of view angle (60º), the 

aspect ratio of the window (width/height), and the viewpoints in the z direction (near plane = 

0.1, far plane =150). 

 

 
Figure 2.4  Perspective viewing 

 
 
glViewport(0,0,width,height); // Reset the viewport 
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); // Set projection matrix 
glLoadIdentity();    
gluPerspective(60.0f,(GLfloat)width/(GLfloat)height,0.1f,150.0f);  // Aspect Ratio 
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW); // Set modelview matrix 
glLoadIdentity();    
  

The InitializeGL section will be called after the creation of the window.  This is 

where all the setup for the OpenGL application is done, such as loading models before 

rendering them in RenderScene.  In this section, we first specify the background color for the 

window using the three primary colors for light red, green and blue (RGB).  Then Gouraud 
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(smooth) shading is enabled so any future tasks will produce nicely blended colors and 

lighting.  To keep track of object depth on the screen, hidden surface removal is enabled 

using the depth buffer.  The depth buffer is very important because you want objects closer to 

the screen to block any objects behind them.   

 
int InitializeGL(GLvoid) // OpenGL Setup        
{ 
 glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);  // Background color selection, Black 
 glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); // Enable Gouraud shading 
 glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
 return TRUE; 
} 
 
 

Finally, we can call (render) all the models in RenderScene.  Everything wanted to be 

displayed on the screen would go in this section of code, from simple polygons to entire 

scenes.  Although the initial task was only to create a shell for future work, we included 

additional code to help visually test our OpenGL window.   The first line of code will clear 

the color buffer and the depth buffer to avoid any overlap.  The next set of code between the 

glBegin and glEnd functions provide the vertices for displaying a blue triangle using the 

GL_TRIANGLES function.   

 
int RenderScene(GLvoid) // OpenGL drawings 
{ 
 glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);  // Clear the screen 
 glLoadIdentity(); // Reset  
 glTranslatef(0.0f,0.0f,-3.0f);  // 3 units into screen 
 glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES); // Triangle 3-vertices 
 glColor3f(0.0f,0.5f,1.0f); // Light Blue color 
 glVertex3f( 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f);  
 glVertex3f(-1.0f,-1.0f, 0.0f); 
 glVertex3f( 1.0f,-1.0f, 0.0f);  
 glEnd();  
 return TRUE; // Ok 
} 
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In order to give the user some flexibility, the framework design was finished by 

adding the ability to choose between windowed and fullscreen (w/o taskbar) mode as nearly 

all 3D graphic applications created nowadays incorporate this feature (24).  The primary code 

for setting up this feature is the DEVMODE data structure.  This data structure is responsible 

for changing the display settings before creating the selected window.   

 
if (fullscreen) 
 { 
  DEVMODE devModeScreen; // Device mode data structure 
  memset(&devModeScreen,0,sizeof(devModeScreen));   // Clears Memory 
  devModeScreen.dmSize=sizeof(devModeScreen); // Size of structure 
  devModeScreen.dmPelsWidth = width;   
  devModeScreen.dmPelsHeight = height;   
  devModeScreen.dmBitsPerPel = bits;   

devModeScreen.dmFields= DM_PELSWIDTH | DM_PELSHEIGHT | 
DM_BITSPERPEL; 

 
 
 The ChangeDisplaySettings function is then called to change the current display to 

the mode described in DEVMODE.  Once the display mode is set, the style settings for the 

actual windows were defined using dwExStyle and dwStyle. 

 
// Changes default display device to the DEVMODE data structure and removes the taskbar 
if (ChangeDisplaySettings(&devModeScreen, CDS_FULLSCREEN) != 
DISP_CHANGE_SUCCESSFUL) 
  fullscreen = FALSE;  
 } 
 if (fullscreen)  
 { 
  dwExStyle = WS_EX_APPWINDOW;  // Hide top level windows 
  dwStyle = WS_POPUP; // No border on window      
  ShowCursor(FALSE); // Hide the cursor 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  dwExStyle=WS_EX_APPWINDOW | WS_EX_WINDOWEDGE;    
  dwStyle=WS_OVERLAPPEDWINDOW;       
 } 
 

// Readjust window for better windowed display 
 AdjustWindowRectEx(&WindowRect, dwStyle, FALSE, dwExStyle); 
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Finally, a message box is created in the main Windows entry point WinMain allowing 

the user to select between the two screen options before any window is displayed on the 

screen.   

 
if (MessageBox(NULL,"Fullscreen Mode?", "Start In Fullscreen Mode?" 
,MB_YESNO|MB_ICONQUESTION)==IDNO)  //  Selection of screen mode 

fullscreen=FALSE;  // Windowed mode 
if (!CreateGLWindow("OpenGL Window",800,600,32,fullscreen))  // OpenGL window creation 
return 0;  // Quit if no window 
 
 

The resulting framework design allows the user to select between a windowed (Figure 

2.5A) and an 800x600-fullscreen (Figure 2.5B) OpenGL window.  The program provides the 

ability for the user to terminate the program by either pressing the ESC key or by selecting 

the close box in the windowed mode.  Our source code produced a few errors when 

compiling, however, it did provide the OpenGL window as planned.   

 

   
           (A)           (B) 

Figure 2.5  (A) Windowed mode (w/taskbar) and (B) Fullscreen mode (w/o taskbar) 
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2.5.2.2   Virtual Lab 

 The second task involved constructing a 3D virtual laboratory application.  The 

framework design from the first task is considered to support the additional code and changes 

to the design will be made as needed.  In this section, the systematic construction of our 3D 

virtual laboratory using VC++ and OpenGL will be presented. 

 

Loading Data 

The need to provide flexibility in the final application supported the creation of a 

dynamic environment where modification to the graphics could be made without the hassle 

of having to recompile the entire application.  The first step in this task was to investigate 

how to load the specifications of our environment from an external source such as from a 

binary or text file.  This methodology is often used in larger 3D applications where it 

becomes rather difficult to write all the vertices of each scene within the program (24).  It 

allows the vertices of each scene to be stored separately, organized, and to be 

interchangeable. 

To achieve some degree of simplicity a simple text file was used for handling the 

vertices.  Using a text file will reduce the amount of code needed to write.  It also allows for 

easier modification, as it does not require the editor to know how the application operates.  

To provide the aforementioned flexibility in our design, we implemented a method in which 

to load a text file and read its contents (24-26). 

The first item added to the code is the <stdio.h> header.  This provides access to 

standard I/O functions such as fopen, which is responsible for opening the assigned text file.  

The readstr function (see readstr in Appendix B) reads one line of text from the data file.  
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This function is responsible for checking the lines of text for empty spaces and comments, so 

that only pertinent information is read.  Here, the string oneline will contain only the data 

from the first line of our file.  The sscanf function parses the string oneline for QUADS and 

then looks for an integer (int) value following it.  This int value is assigned as numquads, and 

represents the number of quadrilaterals to look for and eventually create from the text file. 

 
FILE *filePtr 
char oneline[255] 
 
filePtr = fopen (“lab/labroom.txt”, “rt”);  // Extract lab room data in translated mode 
readstr(filePtr, online); // Reads the first line of file  
sscanf(online, “QUADS %d\n”, &numquads);  // Look for number of QUADS 
 
labRoom.quad = new QUAD[numquads]; 
 
 
 Next, the vertices in the data file are processed through a nested loop.  The outer loop 

will collect data until the value of numquads is reached.  The inner loop will collect data in 

groups of four, because each quadrilateral has four vertices.  The readstr and sscanf function 

are again used, but now sscanf parses oneline for 3D and texture coordinate data in the form: 

x, y, z, u, v.  Each vertex is then stored in labRoom according to its assigned coordinate 

values and later called upon in RenderScene. 

 
for (int loop = 0; loop < numquads; loop++) 
{ 

  for (int vert = 0; vert < 4; vert++) 
  { 
   readstr(filePtr,oneline); 
   sscanf(oneline, "%f %f %f %f %f", &x, &y, &z, &u, &v); 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].x = x;  
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].y = y; 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].z = z; 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].u = u; 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].v = v; 
  } 
 } 
fclose(filePtr);  // Close file 
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Initially the use of triangles instead of quads was considered for the data loading 

process, because the protocols found in many references suggest using triangles for better 

efficiency (24, 27).  We found it easier to model our laboratory environment and to apply 

textures when using quads.  This saves on the size of coding, as each quad requires only four 

vertices instead of the six required for two triangles to make one quad.  However, if a smooth 

organic shape was desired, more triangles than using fewer quads would be preferred.   

  

Applying Textures 

 The need to provide a VE that was as visually realistic as possible was the next step 

in the design process.  While colors and lighting can enhance visual cues, nothing can bring 

as much realism to a 3D scene as texture mapping (24).  Texture mapping brings amazing 

photo-realistic detail to what would otherwise be simple multicolored polygons.  It 

essentially enables the developer to attach images to polygons in a realistic manner.  

Our application supports the use of Windows BMP images because they provide high 

resolution, are easy to read, and easy to use.  The only downside of using BMP images is the 

lack of compression, which increases their file size.  GIF images allow an alpha channel for 

transparency by picking one color from the palette, but have a limited amount of colors 

(256).  Using TGA images would have been an acceptable format if both high resolution and 

transparency were desired.  Since most 3D applications utilize the BMP image, our 

application will load BMP files instead of the other formats.   

Every texture image must have height and width dimensions that are a power of two.  

If an image does not fit this criterion, it will produce an error or not display properly.  All the 
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images in our application were between 64x64 to 256x256 pixels in size, 2 to 48 KB, and 24-

bit. 

To handle texture mapping efficiently, a texture manager was created (Appendix C).  

The texture manager is responsible for loading the images, converting the images to textures, 

and memory management.  In the remainder of this section, specific actions of the texture 

manager will be detailed as needed. 

Since we are loading the vertices from within a text file, a method to load the image 

information from this file as well was developed (Appendix C).  A call to readstr was added 

to the outer loop of our quad processing nested loop.  Here, it will read the one line of text 

following the group of four vertices for a bitmap image.  The next piece of code calls the 

texture manager to reference and store the image information gathered from oneline.  Using 

this method, a specific image can be easily assigned to the preceding quad within the file, 

allowing the engine to handle the rest of the details. 

 
readstr(filePtr,oneline); 
labRoom.quad[loop].texture = textureManager->RefTexture(oneline); 
 
 
 Now that the particular image has been reference from our file, the texture needs to be 

built by the texture manager.  The glGenTextures call tells OpenGL to generate one texture 

and allocates it a name.  Each texture is assigned a unique name and processed by the texture 

manger to prevent constant reloading of the image each time that it is called.  Then 

glBindTexture binds the named 2D texture to a target.  The target will eventually be the quad 

and is discussed later in our rendering loop. 

 
glGenTextures(1, &(newTexture->id));  // Get a "name" (numeric identifier) 
 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, newTexture->id);  // Activate the texture  
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 The glTexParameteri functions are OpenGL filters that specify how to manipulate a 

texture when it is applied to proportions that are smaller or larger than the original texture.  

Linear filtering was chosen for our application since it provided the best level of detail to our 

scene.  The 2D texture is finally created with the glTexImage2D function, which takes nine 

arguments.  The primary ones are the luminescence value (3) for RGB, the width (sizex) and 

height (sizey), and where to retrieve the image data from (data). 

 
// Set it using linear filtering 
glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR); 
glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR); 
 
glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 3, bmp->sizeX, bmp->sizeY, 0, GL_RGB, 
GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, bmp->data); 

 

Once the texture manager has converted the BMP images to texture images, they need 

to be mapped onto quads inside the RenderScene function.  To accomplish this, a rendering 

loop is created that will draw all of the quads with their associated textures.  First, the 

glBindTexture call decides which image to use for the up coming quad.  Next, it retrieves the 

stored vertices and assigns them temporary values.  These values are then used by 

glTextCoord2f and glVertex3f to define how the texture image will be mapped to the quad 

using our stored coordinates.  Texture mapping is performed in a counter-clockwise fashion 

using the u and v coordinates specified.  Mapping must be executed properly or the image 

will appear distorted or not appear at all.   

 
for (int loop_t = 0; loop_t < numquads; loop_t++) 
{ 
 glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, labRoom.quad[loop_t].texture); 
 glBegin(GL_QUADS); 
  glNormal3f( 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f); 
    
  // First point 
  x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].x; 
  y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].y; 
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  z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].z; 
  u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].u; 
  v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].v; 
  glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t); // Set texture first  
  glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); // Set vertices 
    
  // Second point 
  x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].x; 
  y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].y; 
  z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].z; 
  u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].u; 
  v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].v; 
  glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t);  
  glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); 
   
  // Third point 
  x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].x; 
  y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].y; 
  z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].z; 
  u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].u; 
  v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].v; 
  glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t);  
  glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); 
    
  // Fourth point 
  x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].x; 
  y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].y; 
  z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].z; 
  u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].u; 
  v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].v; 
  glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t);  
  glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); 
 
 glEnd(); 
} 
 

We were able to successfully load an external text file and process the information 

within it to render our scene.  The ability to associate textures to each polygon within the file 

made it easy to change scenarios without having to recompile the application.  With a basic 

understanding of 3D coordinates, anyone can modify the environment to fit their needs.  The 

scene in Figure 2.6 represents our vertices using triangles and a single color.  In retrospect, 

the scene in Figure 2.7 appears to be more realistic by using quads and texture mapping.  The 

background images used in Figure 2.6 were collected from an actual chemistry lab.  
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Figure 2.6  OpenGL scene 

 

 
Figure 2.7  OpenGL Scene with Texture Mapping 

 

Full source code for applying textures using the created texture manager is available in 

Appendix C. 

 

Interaction 

The third task was to provide the ability to maneuver around and explore the virtual 

laboratory we created.  The framework supplied an egocentric view into the VE, much like a 
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camera taking a picture of the scene.  The camera is positioned to look down the negative z-

axis by default, and any manipulation of the camera must be programmed into the 

application.  OpenGL viewing and modeling transformations provide two different ways to 

approach implementing this type of feature.  These involve either to move the camera in one 

direction (clockwise) and render the environment relative to its position, or move the 

environment in the opposite direction (counterclockwise) and give the illusion the camera has 

moved.  In our application, we will use OpenGL transformation routines to make the 

environment seem as intuitive as possible.  The primary input device will be the keyboard 

using the standard directional controls. 

The first step is to define some of the variables we will be using.  Speed assigns the 

forward/backward motion speed and strafeSpeed assigns the left/right motion speed.  These 

values are arbitrarily assigned until it fit the needs of our environment.  The angles used in 

the calculations will be measured in degrees for simplicity, therefore, a degree to radian 

conversion value needs to be specified. 

 
const float Speed = 0.05f; //Forward-Backward speed 
const float strafeSpeed = 1.0f; // Left-Right speed 
const float DEG2RAD = 0.0174532f;  // Degree-Radian Conversion Factor 
 
 

Next, the keyboard input methods for controlling the camera transformations is 

defined.  Keyboard input is handled in the WinMain function using the Win32 API.  The 

WinMain function includes a program loop that processes messages for the application.  The 

loop enables us to poll the state of the keyboard at our convenience, rather than having the 

device notify us when a key is pressed (24).  This methodology constantly checks for 

keyboard activity, which increases efficiency and ultimately results in a more responsive 
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keyboard (27).  A similar task was performed in our framework design enabling the ESC key 

to terminate the program in fullscreen mode.   

The first two inputs declared are when either the LEFT or RIGHT arrows have been 

pressed.  Here, the state of keyPressed is stored in wParam and detected by WM_KEYDOWN 

in our event handler.  We can isolate which key is pressed and assign it a specific task to 

perform by its virtual key code.  Since a positive rotation is in the counter-clock wise 

direction, the VK_LEFT key rotates the environment to the right and the VK_RIGHT key 

rotates it to the left.  These rotations are performed around the y-axis at the strafeSpeed.  The 

yaw is set to the value of direction, which can be changed in either +1 or -1 increments (360º 

total), and will be used in the UP and DOWN key assignments to provide directional 

information. 

 
if (keyPressed[VK_LEFT]) 
{ 
 direction += strafeSpeed;  
 yaw = direction; 
} 
 
if (keyPressed[VK_RIGHT]) 
{ 

direction -= strafeSpeed; 
 yaw = direction; 
} 
 
 

Movement along the XZ plane is assigned to the UP and DOWN arrow keys.  PlaneX 

calculates the new position of the camera on the x-plane and PlaneZ on the z-plane.  The two 

values are used to translate our VE in RenderScene by using directional information passed 

by yaw to alter the line of sight at our specified Speed.  Together, the four arrow keys and 

their associated functions provide ample maneuverability within the VE.  The source code 

includes additional key assignments for roll and pitch movement, providing six degrees of 

freedom. 
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if (keyPressed[VK_UP]) 
{ 
 PlaneX -= float(sin(DEG2RAD*yaw)*Speed);  // X plane 
 PlaneZ -= float(cos(DEG2RAD*yaw)*Speed); // Z plane 
} 
 
if (keyPressed[VK_DOWN]) 
{ 

PlaneX += float(sin(DEG2RAD*yaw)*Speed); 
PlaneZ += float(cos(DEG2RAD*yaw)*Speed); 

} 
 
  

Finally, the transformation functions are declared in RenderScene before rendering 

the laboratory data.  The keyboard assignments from above are used in OpenGL rotation and 

translation functions to give the illusion that the camera has moved.  Assignment of three 

glRotatef functions for pitch, roll, and yaw is done first.  These rotations are performed 

around the vector specified by the x, y, and z parameters.  In our application, the rotation 

angles are specified by the virtual key assignments to rotate the VE around the origin in the 

opposite direction of the camera rotation.  Camera translations were handled via the 

glTranslatef function.  Here, we used the camera position information from PlaneX and 

PlaneZ to translate the VE also in opposite manner that the camera has been translated.  

 
// Camera transformations 
glRotatef(pitch,1.0f,0.0,0.0); 
glRotatef(roll,0.0,0.0,1.0f); 
glRotatef(yawRotate,0.0,1.0f,0.0); 
glTranslatef(-planeX, winHeight, -planeZ); 
 
  

The code provided the ability to move around the VE with a full six degrees of 

freedom using a standard keyboard.  We modified the speeds of the movements until a fluid 

and natural motion was achieved.  The keyboard input response time on our machine was 

within acceptable range.  We noted only minor degradation of response time and speed on 

slower PCs.  Assigning keyboard activity using windows messaging was easy to implement 
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and understand.  In the future, we feel that GLUT functions should replace the WIN32 API 

functions for portability.  Mouse input should also be included.  

 

Objects 

The fourth and final task was to investigate how to incorporate virtual objects into our 

virtual laboratory.  Construction of a VE essentially involves combining a collection of 

objects together and linking them with various behaviors such as physics, dynamics, and 

material properties.  Objects can either be constructed using geometric primitives within our 

source code or created in modeling toolkits such as 3D Studio Max (28).  Designing the 

objects within the source code can be a tedious task, which could ultimately limit the 

flexibility of the final application.  Using a modeling toolkit requires evaluation and selection 

of appropriate software, takes time to learn how to use it, and additional coding.  Since we 

have already constructed our background (walls, floor) using quads loaded from our text file, 

we decided to try constructing other laboratory objects using this method.   

The first virtual lab object we created was a stand-alone lab bench (Figure 2.8).  A 

stand-alone bench can be accessed from all sides and allows us to view it from different 

perspectives.   
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The bench design was first sketched out on paper, and then transferred to our text file using 

25 quads and 3 textures (top, sides, base).   

 

 
                         Figure 2.8  Virtual Lab Bench from 3 different angles 
 

 

Two additional lab benches (Figure 2.9) attached to the far wall of our laboratory were 

created using the same technique.  These two benches required the same 3 textures, but only 

26 additional quads to define.  All of the benches will eventually incorporate moveable 

drawers and cabinets to store various laboratory items.  Thus, the drawers and cabinets must 

be defined as separate components from the static bench and were not included in the initial 

design.  The object data file for all of the benches and background is available in Appendix 

D. 
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Figure 2.9  Virtual Lab Benches 

 

The virtual lab benches appeared very realistic once appropriate textures were applied 

to the quads.  Although we could have created a separate file for each object and loaded them 

individually, modeling all of our objects with quads in a text file is not the correct approach.  

The use of a 3D-modelling toolkit is needed to ease the construction of both simple and 

complex 3D objects.  It aids in the development process by providing a GUI and a variety of 

drawing tools similar to a paint program.  Once the models are created, they can be stored in 

libraries and reused as needed.  A toolkit would also enable the developer to modify or 

possibly utilize models that have already been created, saving valuable time.   
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2.5.3 Conclusion 

The primary goals of this project were to evaluate which software is best suited for 

developing a 3D graphics engine for chemistry and identifying the basic components needed 

to achieve realism in a VE.  The construction of our prototype shows the feasibility of using 

OpenGL and VC++ to create immersive virtual environments for chemistry.  Adjustments 

were made to the requirements, specifically towards immersion and haptics, to aid in the 

quick development of our prototype with hope of adding immersive technologies in the 

future.   

Utilizing specific authoring systems such as Open Inventor or reconstructing 

available 3D graphics engines might speed up development time that can be used to focus on 

content.  In particular, Crystal Space 3D (29) seems to be a rather large open-source engine 

that has many qualities favorable to chemistry.  VRJuggler (2) has also started to gain 

popularity by providing a variety of tools and features for VR application development.  The 

Croquet project (14) is an open-source computer operating system that emphasizes 3D 

visualization and simulations and supports a large number of simultaneous users.   

During our research, many universities have begun working on similar projects for 

use in academia.  Of particular interest is Lab3D, a Java based virtual biochemistry 

laboratory project created by a joint collaboration between the department of chemistry and 

computer science at the University of Virginia (30).  Lab3D has devoted a lot of time on the 

interface design and graphics, providing a very realistic VE.  While Java applications are 

Windows specific, the feasibility of a multi-platform project available over the Internet is 

within reach using OpenGL.   
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The construction of a full-featured 3D engine for chemistry would require many man-

hours and collaboration from the computer science, graphics and chemistry departments.  

Different aspects of the project such as modeling of objects, navigation, interaction, and 

networking need to be handled by skilled programmers and designers in order to put our 

ideas to work.  The use of toolkits and authoring systems as part of the development process 

can help to ease some of the initial development burdens.  Our design requirements and 

prototype should provide a source of documentation to enable others to create a platform 

independent 3D engine for educational purposes.  However, we encountered many 

difficulties while creating a useable prototype, which suggests that an alternate design 

approach might be necessary.   

 

2.5.3.1   Future Direction 

Immersive VR technologies continue to evolve, providing better, faster, and more 

economical products than the competition has to offer.  The educational requirements of 

immersive technology are not that different from those for training or collaborative purposes.  

Hardware devices such as data gloves and stereo glasses have become more affordable and 

user-friendly making them more attractive for educational purposes.  Software companies 

that focus strictly on providing immersive technologies to their customers have become more 

common.  They can build virtual environments in any amount of detail required, from 

complete military training projects to industrial operation procedures over the Internet (31).   

Our investigation into using immersive technologies for chemical education is in no 

small way limited to just what is currently available.  In our work, OpenGL was only 

responsible for handling the graphics rendering.  Once completed, a 3D graphics engine can 
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be used as a starting platform to create and enhance a variety of VE projects.  Future 

direction for this project is, but not limited to, the ability to import other image types, model 

and read in various objects, object interaction, and input/output devices.   

 

Images 

 While BMP image use is common in the gaming industry, we should provide the 

ability to handle all types of image formats.  The texture manager and application we created 

should be modified to import and convert various image formats such as JPG, GIF, and TGA 

images.  This flexibility is extremely useful for larger images when compression of the image 

files is needed. 

 

Model/Object 

A VE for chemistry will consist of many laboratory objects (static, dynamic, 

background), of which some should be rendered and some should not.  To help keep track of 

the multiple objects, we might consider the use of scene graphs for the final application.  

Scene graphs organize the components of a scene in a data structure called a tree (Figure 

2.3).  The tree describes object hierarchy by incorporating nodes, where the parent nodes 

affect the child nodes.  Once complete, we can use the tree to define the appearance and 

behavior requirements of the virtual objects.  Object behavior will be essential in defining 

chemical properties to provide realistic chemical interactions.   

Geometry is needed to define the appearance of all the objects, therefore, we must be 

able to control geometric complexity.  The best choice for this is using polygons and triangle 

meshes to reduce any potential bottlenecks that will eventually slow down the application as 
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we add more objects to our VE.  We recommend constructing the objects with available 

modeling toolkits instead of programming by hand within the text file. The engine should 

provide the ability to import the most common modeling formats, as each format has unique 

qualities that make certain tasks much easier to define.  The 3D Studio Max (3DS) software 

provides the ability to create entire scenes as well as individual objects.  Object files (OBJ) 

are created using a variety of software and are good for storing the surface description of a 

3D object.  The MDL, MD2 and MD3 models have come from the gaming industry and have 

a wide variety of model editors available over the Internet to modify them.  Along with these 

formats, there are hundreds of free meshes and 3D objects available to download over the 

Internet.  If specific models are not found, they will have to be created.   

 

Object Interaction 

Once the models have been created, we must then investigate how to manipulate the 

objects to perform specific tasks.  To provide an immersive VE for chemistry, we need to 

handle object selection, positioning, and rotation.  Moveable objects can collide with each 

other as well as the environment, therefore, an essential requirement of the engine design will 

be collision detection.  Collision detection techniques ensure that objects do not interact with 

the user or other objects in an atypical manner.  Object interaction is essentially an 

integration of object behavior and collision detection techniques with the chosen input 

device.   

Physically manipulating an object by hand is a major interaction modality in a virtual 

lab as well as in real life.  The design of interaction techniques for object selection and 

manipulation has a profound effect on the quality of the entire VE user interface (9).  
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Kallmann et al. use on screen hand clues to define a user’s hand shape and location in order 

to perform an interaction (15).  Driven by a smart object framework, the hand clues utilize a 

data glove or other metaphors based on mouse navigation.  The smart object framework is 

worth investigating for a future chemistry VR application.     

 

Input/Output Devices 

To deliver an immersive environment via PC, we have to incorporate immersion 

while utilizing a form of Desktop VR.  Although Desktop VR is primarily a non-immersive 

system, standard stereo glasses can enhance immersion and a data glove can allow for 

interaction with virtual objects.  Polarized stereo glasses cost much less than the LCD shutter 

glasses used in active stereo.  They are also less fragile, which is important where they will 

be subject to rougher handling than in a research lab.  We believe the design should 

ultimately focus on introducing these immersive hardware technologies in order to provide 

the student with the entire laboratory experience.  However, if initial resources are limited, 

the design can be constrained to the basic keyboard, mouse, and monitor.  
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2.5.3.2   Alternate Direction 

The following current software technologies have many characteristics that are 

favorable to a future VR chemistry application.  We believe that consideration must be taken 

to implement the use of authoring systems or open source 3D engines, instead of building an 

entire graphics engine from the ground up.   

 

Crystal Space 

Crystal Space (29) is an open source 3D engine and application framework for 

creating 3D games written in C++.  It is cross-platform portable between Windows, Mac OS, 

Linux, and UNIX using OpenGL.  The general architecture includes an extensive amount of 

standard features that can accommodate the creation of sophisticated interactive 3D graphics.  

Crystal Space features a modular design structure that allows other modules (scripting 

languages, sounds, physics etc.) to be implemented as a plug-ins, making the software very 

flexible.  Although Crystal Space can provide stability, flexibility, usability, and high 

performance, users feel the API is hard to understand due to poor documentation. 

 

VR Juggler 

 VR Juggler is an open source multi-platform VR application development framework 

created at Iowa State University (2).  It is unique, in that it can leverage existing platforms by 

providing a set of generic programming tools that are used through programs developed in 

C++.  These development tools provide a complete abstraction from the physical details of 

the VR platform.  It uses an object-oriented software design to encapsulate VR components 

based on their functionality.  The visual elements of the VE model are created through calls 
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to specific graphics APIs.  VR Juggler provides support for OpenGL, OpenGL Scene Graph, 

and VTK graphics APIs.  The support for interaction is at a very low-level.  VR Juggler does 

not feature built-in support for collision detection or a method to associate behaviors with 

graphic elements. 

 

Croquet 

Croquet (14) utilizes an OpenGL based graphics engine along with a framework that 

allows for networked collaborative interaction.  Unlike the previous two software 

technologies, Croquet is an open source computer operating system and was recently 

released for general distribution in 2004.  Croquet is portable to all major platforms 

(Windows, Mac OS, Linux) that have reasonable graphics capabilities.   

The software has the ability to provide educators and researches peer-to-peer real-

time interaction within collaborative online environments.  Croquet is a dynamic software 

environment that allows multiple users to manipulate everything in the VE simultaneously.  

As an added benefit, Croquet actively seeks to enter the educational community.  It can 

provide a framework that will assist in the use of advanced technologies, such as 3D and 

immersive technologies, for virtual learning environments.  The flexible architecture can 

allow authorized users (researchers, educators) to monitor user interactions, decisions, 

communications, and performance with other users and the environment.  The Croquet 

Project is still in the development stages, which makes it an ideal time to investigate this 

software for educational purposes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Forensic Chemistry 
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3.1 Conception 

 Educators continually search to provide new pedagogical situations, such as hands-on 

activities and demonstrations, in which chemistry plays an important role.  Research has 

shown that hands-on applications of chemistry to the solution of real problems stimulate 

students’ interests (1,2).  Inquiry-based activities and active learning environments not only 

create interest, they also help students learn more effectively and develop independent 

learning skills (3,4).  This is supported by studies that have found most students to be 

concrete operational, whereas they can reason with what they see concretely before them 

much better than with concepts in the mind (1,5).  Inquiry-based activities provide students 

the opportunity to become a scientist with a task to accomplish, rather than follow a 

cookbook-type procedure.  The students become engaged learners and the instructor has 

more of a facilitator role throughout the learning process.   

One particular area in science that continues to spark student motivation and 

enthusiasm for the course material is forensic science (2,5-8).  Forensic chemistry is 

essentially the application of chemistry to law related matters.  We developed a new inquiry-

based activity that can recreate the work of a forensic chemist.  Our research focus is on 

investigating the scientific techniques used by the modern forensic chemist and 

implementing them into a forensic chemistry activity.  The following sections discuss the key 

concepts involved and evaluate some of the protocols used by forensic chemists.   
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3.2 Forensic Chemistry 

 Forensic chemistry is a discipline directed to the recognition, identification, and 

interpretation of physical evidence by the application of natural sciences to law-science 

matters (1).  Identification is the qualitative determination of the identity of a substance based 

on measurements of its physical and chemical properties.  Interpretation involves generating 

the appropriate amount of background knowledge so that the significance of the analytical 

findings can be understood and explained.  The focus in forensic chemistry is directed 

towards the development of analytical methodologies that are appropriate, accurate, robust, 

and reliable (9).   

Forensic chemistry and analytical chemistry both consider similar questions such as 

what and/or how much of an item is in a given sample (1).  Forensic analytical chemistry, a 

course taught at the University of South Carolina by Brewer et al. (6), increased student 

interest and participation in the chemistry lecture for both lower and upper-level students.  

Bender et al. (10), found their analytical chemistry students to enjoy applying their results to 

forensic-based conclusions rather than simply calculating a number.  The forensic approach 

to chemistry encourages students to obtain accurate results with cautious interpretations 

because of the implications involved with an incorrect determination (proving someone’s 

innocence or guilt).   

 

Drugs of Abuse 

 The identification of drugs of abuse is the most prominent area in forensics that 

involves chemistry (11,12).  Drug evidence such as unidentified powders, capsules, tablets, 

liquids, pipes and syringes are just a few of the common items analyzed by a forensic 
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chemist.  One of the main challenges a forensic chemist must deal with is selecting an 

analytical procedure that will ensure the specific identification of a drug.  The majority of 

unidentified samples tested by a forensic chemist come from illicit dealers, therefore, 

anything can be expected and all contingencies must be prepared for (12).  When an 

unknown drug sample is to be analyzed for its identity, a forensic chemist must develop a 

plan of action that will yield the drugs identity without a question of doubt (12).  

 

Table 3.1 Classification of Drugs 

Class Effects Drugs 
Narcotic Drugs 

or 
Opiates 

Analgesic 
Induces a narcosis 

 

Opium, opium derivatives 
(Morphine, Codeine), semi-

synthetic (Heroin, Oxycodone), and 
synthetic substitutes (Meperidine, 

Methadone) 
Hallucinogens Psychotic reactions LSD, Marijuana, Mescaline, PCP, 

Psilocybin 
Depressants Depressant action on central 

nervous system 
Barbiturates, Alcohol, GHB, Xanax 

Stimulants Stimulates the sympathetic 
nervous system 

Amphetamines, Cocaine, Caffeine 

 

3.3 Analysis 

 The scheme of analysis used by a forensic chemist typically involves subjecting an 

unknown drug sample to a series of screening (presumptive) tests followed by a confirmatory 

test.  Each technique has a unique amount of discriminating power, set forth by the Scientific 

Working Group for the Analysis of Seized Drugs (13).  Table 3.1 provides examples of the 

common techniques performed for the analysis of drugs, in order of decreasing 

discriminating power from A to C.   
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Table 3.2 Categories of Analytical Techniques (13) 

Category A Category B Category C 
Infrared Spectroscopy Gas Chromatography Chemical Spot Tests 

Mass Spectrometry Liquid Chromatography Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance Spectroscopy 
Microcrystalline Tests Ultraviolet Spectroscopy 

Raman Spectroscopy Thin-Layer 
Chromatography 

Melting Point 

 Pharmaceutical Identifiers Immunoassay 
 Ion Mobility Spectrometry  

 

When a Category A (confirmatory) technique is incorporated into the analytical scheme, then 

at least one other technique (from either Category A, B or C) must be used.  If a Category A 

technique is not used, then at least three different validated methods from B or C should be 

employed.  The results from Category A and B techniques must be reviewable (printed 

spectra, chromatograms, photocopies of TLC plates etc.).  These are the recommended 

minimum standards for the forensic identification of drugs of abuse.  However, it is up to the 

individual laboratories to determine which combination of analytical techniques best satisfies 

the requirements of its jurisdiction (13).  The final identification obtained from these tests 

will dictate the punishment set forth by the Controlled Substance Act (14), therefore, the 

chemist must be prepared to support and defend the validity of the results in a court of law. 

 

3.3.1 Screening Tests  

 An unidentified substance may be a common over-the-counter (OTC) drug, a 

prescription drug, a controlled substance, a mixture, or it may be a benign chemical.  A large 

range of tests exist for the detection of certain substances using sophisticated 

instrumentation, but to conduct all of these tests to determine the identity of the substance 

would be time consuming and quite costly.   In order to gain a small and manageable number 
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of possibilities to confirm, the first step of the investigation must be one of screening these 

possibilities.  A screening test is defined as a simple method that provides a sufficient answer 

to the analytical question with a minimum expenditure of resources (15).  These tests are 

non-specific and preliminary in nature.  They function to eliminate some drugs from 

consideration and to indicate which drugs may be present so that the more specific tests can 

later be conducted.  Although the results obtained from screening tests are inconclusive for 

purposes of positive identification, the negative results are conclusive (16).  Due to their low-

cost and rapidity, they are typically the first step of a forensic analytical scheme.  The 

common screening tests for drugs of abuse are chemical spot tests and thin-layer 

chromatography.  

 

3.3.1.1 Chemical Spot Tests 

 Chemical spot tests (CSTs), often referred to as color tests, are the most common 

form of preliminary drug screening (16-18).  CSTs are microscale color reactions that allow 

for quick qualitative testing across a broad range of inorganic and organic substances.  The 

reagents and laboratory materials needed to perform the tests are readily available and 

inexpensive.  These tests serve a valuable role in the identification of drugs of abuse by 

quickly providing the criminalist with preliminary information (19-23).  CSTs are not 

specific for a single drug but they are often indicative of a certain class of drugs.  The color 

production is typically correlated to a particular aspect of the drug’s structure.  This is an 

important feature of CSTs, since many of the abused drugs are non-proprietary and are 

prepared and marketed without any standards or quality control (12,23).  The lack of 
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specificity by CSTs can be associated with two types of problems, the color interpretation 

and the chemical color reaction itself.  

The interpretation of color is quite subjective without some form of color cards or 

standards available.  To the untrained observer, the colors that lie within the spectral range 

from purplish blue to purplish red may be considered a positive result when the actual 

positive color was violet (22).  As with all other preliminary forms of drug screening, it is 

advised to run a standard along side of the unknown for validation.     

 The chemical color reactions may give useful hints about the chemical groups in a 

molecule.  The color formation is influenced by a number of factors, such as the reaction 

time, pH, salt form, concentrations (solvent or solute), or presence of contaminants.  Studies 

have shown that while a particular reagent gives the designated color reaction with the 

specific drug, other related drugs or substances can give the same or similar colors with that 

particular reagent (16,19-24).  These substances are referred to as false positives 

(interferences) and have been studied quite extensively over the past century.  While a 

positive test may indicate that a particular molecular grouping is present, it is not always 

specific for a single drug or class of drugs (16,23).  A forensic chemist must use a variety of 

CSTs for preliminary identification of an unknown sample.  Several testing schemes have 

been documented for preliminary identification, however, it is up to the individual crime 

laboratory to set their own protocols (13,24).   

In spite of the limitations of CSTs, such as the lack of specificity, the difficulty of 

interpreting color and the occurrence of false positives, they still provide speedy answers to 

preliminary questions (23).  The preliminary information contributes significantly to the 

analytical testing scheme by reducing the number of samples requiring specific confirmatory 
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testing.  The versatility of CSTs is demonstrated by the fact they are still an integral part of 

the testing arsenal used by 86% of the forensic laboratories in 1999 (24).   

 

3.3.1.2 Thin-Layer Chromatography  

 Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) has been widely used for the detection and 

identification of drugs of abuse (18,20,21,25).  Although it is primarily a separation 

technique, it can also be used for tentative identification under controlled conditions.  

Forensic chemists use TLC to run many samples in parallel (qualitatively) or two-

dimensionally (quantitatively) (17).  Hundreds of Rf values for drugs of abuse have been 

documented and studied extensively, however, the general procedure is to develop a second 

TLC plate with the suspected material alongside an authentic or standard sample (12).  If 

both the known and unknown have the same Rf values, a tentative identification can be made 

(12,20,21). 

 The advantages of TLC are that it is cheap, simple and it allows simultaneous running 

of multiple samples.  However, the identifications made with TLC by itself cannot provide 

absolute identification.  The possibility of distinguishing hundreds of basic drugs from one 

another simply by their Rf values is improbable (12,26).  A typical thin-layer plate (10 cm x 

20 cm) only allows approximately 20 different positions to be distinguished from one another 

(26).  Therefore, TLC is only selected after a series of CSTs are performed.  The data 

gathered from TLC provides the criminalist with more discriminating power to help 

positively identify the unknown sample by confirmatory testing. 
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3.3.2 Confirmatory Tests 

Confirmatory tests are specific and used to identify a drug substance to the exclusion 

of all others with a high degree of accuracy.  These tests are often used to confirm the 

identity of a drug that was tentatively identified by other techniques.  Confirmatory tests are 

considerably more expensive than screening tests since they require the use of sophisticated 

instrumentation.  In many cases, the data collected from screening tests is sufficient.  

However, if the analyst wants to have definitive proof that will hold up in a court of law, the 

data must include confirmatory testing.  The two most commonly performed techniques that 

can provide specific structural information are mass spectrometry (MS) and infrared 

spectroscopy (IR).  Coupling gas chromatography with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) for 

purposes of identifying drugs of abuse is a very powerful analytical tool (17).  Infrared 

spectroscopy is a highly specific qualitative technique that is widely used in the identification 

of drugs of abuse, however, the sample must be relatively pure before analysis can be 

performed.  

 

3.4 Forensic Activity 

Due to the vast interest students’ show towards forensic chemistry, many institutions 

have begun offering forensic courses and forensic based activities to enhance student 

learning.  Forensic scenarios in chemistry not only provide enthusiasm for the course 

material, they can stimulate imagination as students begin to realize the importance of careful 

and accurate measurements in the chemistry laboratory.  Actual scenarios promote creativity, 

which has been shown to increase both participation and the desire to learn about analytical 
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techniques (10).  In order to recreate the work performed by a forensic chemist, we 

developed activities that incorporated the techniques commonly used in the crime laboratory.   

The focus of this activity is drug identification techniques since the majority of 

evidence analyzed by a forensic chemist comes from drug-related crimes (12).  Introducing 

students to the systematic scheme of analyses used for drug identification provides them with 

a real-world hands-on activity in the field of forensic chemistry.  Unfortunately, obtaining 

heavily regulated controlled substances to create an undergraduate student activity is not 

practical for most educational institutions.  This is primarily the reason why most traditional 

experiments in this area have focused on common over-the-counter (OTC) analgesic analysis 

using TLC.  Only recently has the use of OTC chemicals and CSTs been investigated for 

activity construction (28,29).   

The lack of educational forensic chemistry materials supports the need to develop a 

new activity that duplicates forensic techniques and provides realistic results.  Our goal is to 

identify OTC or other laboratory chemicals that could mimic (physical properties, color 

response) actual street drugs.  This activity builds upon traditional drug identification 

experiments by including presumptive forensic testing procedures and incorporating 

laboratory chemicals that produce results similar to controlled substances.  Focusing the 

activity on the screening aspect of drug testing provides students with the opportunity to 

understand what obstacles a forensic chemist faces when analyzing a sample of unknown 

identity.  It aims to foster independent analytical and logical thinking skills as students utilize 

forensic techniques to solve a real-world problem.   
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3.4.1 Activity Construction 

 Several factors were considered in the development of the forensic activity.  These 

factors include material availability, incorporation of microscale techniques and association 

with real-world problems.  The non-specific nature of screening tests provides students with 

results that mimic illicit drugs.  Students should realize that devoting resources to attaining 

accuracy several levels of magnitudes beyond that necessary in forensics is not always 

needed (15).  Although there are a number of presumptive drug-testing techniques described 

in the literature, CSTs and TLC were selected for this activity due to their common use in the 

crime laboratory, low cost, and use of microscale techniques.   

 

3.4.2 Identification of Mock Drugs 

 Crime laboratories that analyze large numbers of seized drug samples have 

traditionally used a small sequence of CSTs as a practical method for rapidly screening 

samples for the presence of illicit drugs (30).  Therefore, the first step is to identify a series of 

chemicals that would mimic the positive results obtained from CSTs.  While hundreds of 

spot tests exist for the identification of drugs, Clarke (21,22) specifies ~40 color tests that 

have been used over the past century for forensic testing.  Comparing these with the 

suggested list obtained from the National Institute of Justice (27), our list was narrowed 

down to eight.  Ultimately, five of these tests were selected for use in our activity based on 

their wide use in forensics and the associated colors they produced during testing.  The 

reagents include Marquis, nitric acid, Mecke’s, cobalt thiocyanate, and Mandelin (refer to 

Appendix E for preparation).  Although scientists have used these reagents for over a 
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century, the reaction mechanism of how they work is still very unclear (18,20,21,31).  In 

general, chemical spot tests are strictly empirical and are treated as such in this activity. 

Although more than 50 reagents have been suggested in the literature for qualitative 

color reactions with the opium alkaloids, the majority of crime laboratories use the Marquis 

reagent as the initial/primary screening test for opiates and amphetamines (16,23,30).  A 

positive Marquis test would yield a violet (opiates) or red/orange to red/brown 

(amphetamines) color (16,21-24,27).  If the Marquis reagent yields a positive result, then 

CSTs other than cobalt thiocyanate are often employed.  Nitric acid is a secondary screening 

test of Marquis that is often used to differentiate between heroin (yellow), codeine (orange), 

and morphine (red).  Cobalt thiocyanate is a two-reagent test that is highly specific to the 

coca alkaloids (blue with precipitate).  A positive Mecke’s test would yield green 

(psilocybin, hallucinogen), green/black (LSD, hallucinogen) tan/olive (methadone, 

hallucinogen) or blue/green (codeine, opiate).  Mandelin (opiates, amphetamines) was 

included in our activity to provide students with additional testing parameters and to support 

the results obtained from other CSTs.  

Studies have previously identified hundreds of false positives with the selected 

reagents (16,19,20-24,27,30).  A majority of those identified in the literature are derivatives 

of illicit drugs, which are also regulated to some extent.  The selection of mock illicit drugs 

considered chemical availability (unregulated, low cost) and value (associated color, 

response factor).  Our selection criteria drastically reduced the number of potential 

candidates.  Five chemicals were identified that produced results mimicking illicit drugs, in 

both appearance as well as results of the color reaction.  Mock drugs include the laboratory 

chemicals Chlorpromazine HCl, Methapyrilene HCl, 2-chloroacetophenone, and indole as 
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well as the OTC drug Benadryl®.  In addition, other common OTC drugs were included to 

provide students with negative test results.  The information inherent in obtaining a negative 

response should not be overlooked.  If a student observes a negative response, it is reasonable 

for them to assume that illicit drugs are not present or in quantities below the usual ingested 

drug quantities (22).   

 

3.4.2.1 Experimental Procedure 

Materials 

The Marquis and Mecke’s reagents were prepared as outlined in literature (24,27). The 

Mandelin, and cobalt thiocyanate NarcoTest reagents were purchased from Arrowhead 

Forensic Products, Overland Park, KS.  Formaldehyde (37% w/w solution), Chlorpromazine 

HCl, Methapyrilene HCl, 2-chloroacetophenone, and indole were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO.  Concentrated nitric acid, sulfuric acid, methanol, ethyl acetate, and 

chloroform were purchased from Fischer, Fairlawn, NJ.  Aspirin®, Excedrin®, Ibuprofen, 

Tylenol®, Benadryl®, and caffeine tablets were purchased OTC from a drug store.  CAS 

numbers can be found in Appendix E. 

 

3.4.2.2 CST 

This section evaluates the data collected from the reactions of four laboratory 

chemicals and six OTC chemicals with five typical chemical spot test reagents found in the 

crime laboratory.  In addition to the color results, each chemical was related to their 

respective mock illicit drug when possible.  The complete list of materials and reagents tested 

can be found in Appendix F.  
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Testing Scheme 

 Laboratory and OTC chemicals were purchased in crystal, powder, tablet or capsule 

form.  Capsules were split open and tablets were crushed into a fine powder before testing.  

100 – 500 µg of each analyte was added to each of four wells on the porcelain test plate.  

Two drops of CST reagent was added with a pasteur pipette and allowed to react for 5 

minutes before the final color was noted. 

 

Selected Laboratory Chemicals – Mock Drugs 

Chlorpromazine HCl 

ClH

ClN

S

N

 

Figure 3.1 Chlorpromazine HCl 

 

Table 3.3 Color Spot test results for Chlorpromazine HCl 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Violet Positive for the opiates 

Nitric Acid Yellow Positive for heroin 
Mecke’s Red- green/black Negative 

Cobalt Thiocyanate Blue w/ dark blue spots Negative 
Mandelin Dark red Positive for heroin 

 

Chlorpromazine is classified as an antipsychotic drug for humans and is often used as a 

tranquilizer drug for animals.  Chlorpromazine is highly documented (16,24,27) in the 

literature as a false positive for heroin (opiate) and our data supported this.  The combination 
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of results from Marquis and nitric acid are very specific for heroin.  Other than the tertiary 

nitrogen, chlorpromazine does not share any structural similarities with heroin.  

N
CH3

OAc

AcO
O

  

Figure 3.2 Heroin (diacetylmorphine) 

 

Methapyrilene HCl 

S

N

N
N

ClH

 

Figure 3.3 Methapyrilene HCl 

 

Table 3.4 Color Spot test results for Methapyrilene HCl 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Violet w/ black precipitate Negative 

Nitric Acid Brown Negative 
Mecke’s Violet- black Positive for ergot alkaloids 

Cobalt Thiocyanate Brilliant blue w/blue 
precipitate 

Positive for cocaine 

Mandelin Dark brown Negative 
 

Methapyrilene was used as an antihistamine in older allergy and flu medicines.  Masoud (23) 

first identified methapyrilene as a non-opiate interference of Marquis.  However, we detected 

the formation of a black precipitate, which suggests this is a negative test for Marquis.  The 
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combination of results obtained from Marquis and cobalt thiocyanate made this chemical an 

ideal mock drug for cocaine (stimulant).  These two reagents are often used in sequence for 

screening cocaine (30).  Other than the tertiary nitrogen, it does not share any structural 

features with cocaine.   

 

Figure 3.4 Cocaine 

 

2-chloroacetophenone 

Cl
O

 
Figure 3.5 2-chloroacetophenone 

 

Table 3.5 Color Spot test results for 2-chloroacetophenone 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Yellow Negative 

Nitric Acid no reaction Negative 
Mecke’s Light tan-olive Positive for mescaline 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin Olive Negative 

 

2-Chloroacetophenone, more commonly known as mace, is classified as a tear gas for riot 

control.  Mace was previously identified in the literature as a false positive for a hallucinogen 

with the Mecke’s reagent and our data supported this (24,27).  The test results suggest that 
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mace can be used to mimic mescaline, a common hallucinogen.  Other than the aromatic 

ring, mace does not share any structural similarities with mescaline. 

 

Figure 3.6  Mescaline 

 

Indole 

N
H  

Figure 3.7 Indole 

 

Table 3.6 Color Spot test results for Indole 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Yellow- brown Negative 

Nitric Acid Red- brown Negative 
Mecke’s Green- black Positive for LSD 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin Violet- brown Negative 

 

Indole was selected in our study due to its structure being a component of the tryptamine 

alkaloids (Psilocybin) and ergoline alkaloids (LSD).  Indole was not previously classified as 

a false positive in the literature.  Our results suggested that indole could be used to mimic 

LSD with the Mecke’s reagent. 
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Figure 3.8 LSD 

 

Selected OTC Chemicals 

Diphenhydramine HCl (Benadryl) 

 

Figure 3.9 Benadryl 

 

Table 3.7 Color Spot test results for Benadryl 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis no reaction Negative 

Nitric Acid no reaction Negative 
Mecke’s no reaction Negative 

Cobalt Thiocyanate Brilliant blue w/blue 
precipitate 

Positive for cocaine 

Mandelin no reaction Negative 
 

Diphenhydramine HCl is commonly used as an antihistamine and sedative.  Benadryl was 

previously identified as a mock drug for cocaine (29).  Although the color produced was not 
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as vivid as that of Methapyrilene HCl, the combination of results obtained from Marquis and 

cobalt thiocyanate also made this chemical an ideal mock drug for cocaine (stimulant).   

 

Acetylsalicylic Acid (Aspirin) 

O
O
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Figure 3.10 Acetylsalicylic Acid 

 

Table 3.8 Color Spot test results for Aspirin 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Pink- red Negative/Control 

Nitric Acid no reaction Negative 
Mecke’s Light grey Negative 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin Olive-grey Positive for codeine 

 

Acetylsalicylic acid is used as an analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and antipyretic (reduces 

fever).  Forensic chemists’ commonly use Aspirin as a control (pink-red color within 5 

minutes) to verify the Marquis reagent is prepared correctly.  The color produced by 

Mandelin is often mistaken for codeine (dark olive), therefore, Aspirin will be used as a false 

positive in our activity. 
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Acetaminophen (Tylenol) 

OH N
H

O

 
Figure 3.11 Acetaminophen 

 

Table 3.9 Color Spot test results for Tylenol 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Light grey Negative 

Nitric Acid Yellow-orange Positive for codeine 
Mecke’s Light yellow Positive for PCP/Quinine 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin Olive-grey Positive for codeine 

 

Acetaminophen is used as an analgesic and antipyretic.  Acetaminophen has been identified 

in numerous studies as a false positive for codeine with the nitric acid reagent (16,24,27).  

However, a negative Marquis and Mecke’s test would suggest codeine is not present in the 

sample.   

 

Caffeine (1,3,7 Trimethylxanthine) 
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Figure 3.12 Caffeine 

 
 

Table 3.10 Color Spot test results for caffeine 
 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis no reaction Negative 

Nitric Acid no reaction Negative 
Mecke’s no reaction Negative 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin no reaction Negative 
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Caffeine is a used as a cardiac stimulant and as a mild diuretic.  It is known to operate using 

the same mechanisms that amphetamines, cocaine, and heroin use to stimulate the brain, but 

with a milder effect.  Caffeine was selected since it is often a component in illicit drug 

manufacture. 

 

Excedrin 

Table 3.11 Color Spot test results for Excedrin 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Light red- grey Negative 

Nitric Acid Yellow-orange Positive for codeine 
Mecke’s Light brown Negative 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin Olive-grey Positive for codeine 

 

Excedrin is used as an analgesic, anti-inflammatory, antipyretic, anticoagulant and anti-

rheumatic drug.  The Exedrin we tested had three active ingredients, Aspirin (250mg), 

Acetaminophen (250mg) and Caffeine (65mg).  Although Excedrin tested positive for 

codeine with both Nitric Acid and Mandelin, a negative Marquis and Mecke’s test would 

suggest codeine is not present in the sample.  Excedrin is a mixture commonly used in OTC 

analgesic experiments involving TLC and is used as a false positive for codeine in our 

activity. 

 

Ibuprofen 

OH

O
 

Figure 3.13 Ibuprofen 
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Table 3.12 Color Spot test results for Ibuprofen 

Reagent Color Response Result 
Marquis Yellow- brown Negative 

Nitric Acid no reaction Negative 
Mecke’s Light brown Negative 

Cobalt Thiocyanate no reaction Negative 
Mandelin Light brown Negative 

 

Ibuprofen is used as an analgesic, and anti-inflammatory drug.  Ibuprofen produced a similar 

color to indole with the Marquis reagent, but was effectively screened by our series of CSTs.   

 

Table 3.13 Final colors produced with selected CST reagents. 

Analyte Marquis Nitric Acid Mecke’s Cobalt 
Thiocyanate 

Mandelin 

Chlorpromazine HCl Violet Yellow Red – 
Green/Black 

Blue w/dark 
blue spots 

Dark Red 

Methapyrilne HCl Violet w/black 
precipitate 

Brown Violet- Black Blue w/blue 
precipitate 

Dark Brown 

2-Chloroacetophenone Yellow - Light Tan- 
Olive 

- Light Olive 

Indole Yellow- 
Brown 

Red- Brown Green- Black - Violet- Brown 

Benadryl - - - Blue w/blue 
precipitate 

- 

Aspirin Pink- Red - Light Grey - Olive- Grey 
Tylenol Light Grey Yellow- 

Orange 
Light Yellow - Olive- Grey 

Caffeine - - - - - 
Excedrin Light Red- 

Grey 
Yellow- 
Orange 

Light Brown - Olive- Grey 

Ibuprofen Yellow- 
Brown 

- Light Brown - Light Brown 

 

The data collected from the five CST reagents was very promising for our overall 

activity construction.  Not only does the data suggest that we can effectively mimic five illicit 

drugs using CSTs, we are able to differentiate the mock drugs from the other OTC chemicals.  

The selected chemicals provide students with positive and negative responses to each of the 

five CSTs.  In addition, it introduces the concept of false positives in a forensic testing 

scheme.  These topics along with our activity layout are discussed in section 3.4.3. 
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The next step in the activity design involved TLC.  TLC was selected for the 

presumptive drug-testing activity because it requires minimal laboratory equipment, produces 

reliable results quickly, and can be carried out using a small amount of sample.  Although 

drug-testing experiments involving TLC have been thoroughly described in the literature (33-

37), the combination of using CSTs and TLC for a forensic activity has not.  The 

incorporation of TLC in an activity would provide students with a more discriminating 

presumptive forensic technique.   

 

3.4.2.3 Thin-Layer Chromatography  

This section lists the TLC data collected from six OTC and four laboratory chemicals.  

The main challenge was to determine a suitable solvent system for the ten selected 

chemicals.  Although only five of the ten chemicals would qualify for testing with TLC, we 

wanted to identify a solvent system that would separate all of the compounds involved.  This 

will enable us to create an activity that students can use to tentatively identify all of the 

materials tested by CSTs.   

 

Preparation of Samples 

Examination of the solubility of the compounds investigated showed that most were soluble 

in methanol except for Ibuprofen.  Subsequent addition of chloroform readily dissolved 

Ibuprofen without disturbing the insoluble buffer material.  Alternatively, all of the selected 

compounds were readily soluble in chloroform.  Solutions of 1 mg/mL were prepared in 

chloroform for testing, both unfiltered and filtered to remove insoluble buffer materials.  The 
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solutions were stored in 1-dram vials on a lab bench.  They were stable for two weeks under 

these conditions. 

    

Chromatography Equipment 

Silica gel IB-F TLC plates (5 x 20 cm) were cut into four 2.5 x 7.5 cm plates.  Development 

tanks were 250 mL beakers, lined with filter paper (Fisherbrand P8), covered with a watch 

glass and allowed to equilibrate for 10 minutes.  Solvent systems were replenished frequently 

for reproducible results. 

 

Drug Application 

Approximately 3 µL of each solution was applied on the TLC plates using 10 µL micro-

capillaries.  Ibuprofen required ~5 µL for adequate detection. 

 

Detection 

Spotted TLC plates were examined under both shortwave and longwave UV light to ensure 

an adequate amount of starting material was present.  Developed plates were placed in a 

fume hood and allowed to dry for 2 minutes.  The plates were examined under UV light and 

marked. 

 

Solvent System 

A large number of TLC systems have been described in the literature for the detection 

of drugs (basic nitrogenous, acidic and neutral) (20,21,32,38).  Like most drugs, the selected 

ten samples were either weak acids or bases.  In order to detect and separate these 
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compounds using TLC, a versatile solvent system was needed.  Evaluation was made with 

seven common solvent systems described in the literature with respect to their suitability for 

detection and identification.  For the detection of the selected samples, the TLC system 

chloroform-methanol (90:10) developed by Clarke (20,21) provided a spread of Rf values 

with high reproducibility.  The ten compounds were effectively separated based on their 

affinity towards the chloroform-methanol mobile phase.  The complete list of materials and 

TLC solvent systems tested can be found in Appendix G. 

 

Table 3.14 TLC data from chloroform-methanol (90:10).  Rf values are averages of three determinations. 

Sample Rf 
Chlorpromazine HCl 40 
Methapyrilene HCl 30 

2-Chloroacetophenone 89 
Indole 83 

Benadryl (Diphenhydramine HCl) 31 
Aspirin (Acetylsalicylic Acid) 63 

Tylenol (Acetaminophen) 37 
Caffeine 66 
Excedrin 36, 59, 67 
Ibuprofen 78 

 

3.4.3 Activity Layout 

 The investigational data provided guidance towards the construction of our 

presumptive forensic activity.  This activity provides a hands-on approach to introducing the 

concept of presumptive drug testing to students in chemistry.  The overall layout of the 

activity is based on the format described by Allen (39).  Our investigation activity includes 

the following learning objectives: explaining how simple color reactions can screen for illicit 

drugs, describing how TLC can be used to separate and tentatively identify drugs, predicting 

how polarity changes affect TLC results, and explaining why CSTs and TLC serve for 

screening purposes only.  Instructional material should foster basic knowledge of 
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presumptive techniques before students begin working through the activity.  The activity 

reinforces lecture material and the importance of presumptive testing in the crime lab.  

Specific questions after each task in the activity assess student comprehension of the 

concepts involved.   

Students are first introduced with a fictitious scenario detailing how the ten drug 

samples were confiscated during a warehouse raid.  The activity classifies the drug samples 

as actual confiscated material, implying that students must carefully and accurately conduct a 

series of presumptive tests to determine if illicit materials are present, and if present, 

tentatively identify them.  The combination of confiscated mock-illicit drug samples and 

actual presumptive techniques associates a real-world problem to the activity.  Instructors 

should begin the activity by demonstrating how Aspirin reacts with the Marquis reagent to 

produce a pink-red color, a negative test result and control.  This provides students the 

opportunity to observe proper technique and color interpretation.  The discussion following 

the demo should emphasize the empirical nature of presumptive testing.          

Presented with ten drug samples and a desire to determine whether any of them 

contain illicit material, students begin testing each sample with the selected CST reagents.  

This step of the activity makes use of microscale techniques.  The CSTs are performed in 

porcelain well plates using only a few drops of reagent and micrograms of sample.  Students 

utilize a series of CSTs to discover and develop the concept of presumptive testing.  

Instructors can provide this experience one of two ways.  They can either allow students to 

follow a systematic testing scheme to determine which samples may contain illicit material, 

or allow students to test each sample with all of the reagents and then compare the results to 

those obtained from known drugs.  The comparisons can be made by testing drug standards 
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(1% solutions of the mock drugs in chloroform), or by colorimetric visual comparison against 

a reference color standard.  Since either testing scheme will inevitably produce the same 

results, the systematic testing scheme will be discussed. 

Students are only provided with 25 mg of each “confiscated” sample for the entire 

battery of testing.  The ten samples are randomly labeled to conceal their identities (A, 

Excedrin; B, caffeine; C, indole; D, Ibuprofen; E, Benadryl; F, Chlorpromazine HCl; G, 

Tylenol; H, Methapyrilene HCl; I, Aspirin; and J, 2-chloroacetophenone).  Students must 

carefully transfer, without cross-contamination, ~100 – 500 µg of each sample into separate 

wells on a porcelain test plate and observe the reactions with the five CSTs.  Marquis is 

selected as the primary test reagent since it is generally the first of a series of reagents used 

for screening drugs of abuse.  

 During the testing period, students observe various color formations.  It is important 

to inform students that only the final color obtained after five minutes is documented.  Based 

on their initial screening results using the Marquis reagent, students make observations of 

how the ten confiscated samples can be separated into two categories.  The samples 

producing violet (F, opiate) or red/orange to red/brown (amphetamine) tested positive, 

whereas any other color or an absence of color is negative. 

After the Marquis test is completed, students then proceed to test the remaining 

reagents according to the suggested testing scheme.  Any sample producing a positive result 

with the Marquis reagent will be subjected to either the nitric acid or Mandelin reagent 

depending on the color observed.  Samples that produced a negative result with Marquis will 

be subjected to the cobalt thiocyanate and Mecke’s reagent. 
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Students will subject sample F to the nitric acid reagent since it was the only 

suspected opiate.  During the testing, students should observe a bright yellow color formation 

that is positive for heroin.  If further support is desired, students can subject sample F to the 

Mandelin reagent to verify that an opiate is present.  

The remaining samples are tested with either the cobalt thiocyanate or Mecke’s 

reagent.  The sequence in which these two tests are utilized will not affect the overall results.  

Cobalt thiocyanate reagent is a two-step reagent highly specific for the stimulant cocaine.  

Students first apply a solution of 2% cobalt thiocyanate and then a 5% solution of stannous 

chloride.  A brilliant blue color with a blue precipitate (H, E, cocaine) after the second 

addition is considered a positive result.    

Students proceed to screen the negative results obtained from the cobalt thiocyanate 

reagent for hallucinogens with the Mecke’s reagent.  A positive result will produce a green 

(psilocybin), green/black (C, LSD), or light tan/olive (J, mescaline) color.  After students 

record their CST results in a table, they must explain which of the ten drug samples qualify 

for further testing.  Based on their observations, only five samples should be suspected to 

contain illicit material (C, E, F, H, and J).   

Next, students describe the specificity of CSTs and then subject the remaining 

unidentified samples to the Mandelin reagent.  The Mandelin reagent can be used to test the 

unidentified samples as well as further support the results they obtained from the suspected 

heroin sample (F).  Samples producing a red (F, heroin), olive/gray (A, G, I, codeine), 

blue/green (amphetamine), and yellow/green (methamphetamine) color are considered 

positive results.  The observations students make with this reagent may cause some confusion 

as to why the Marquis reagent could not screen for the opiate codeine.  Instructors should 
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reinforce that although the Mandelin reagent produced positive results for codeine, the 

negative test results obtained from Marquis suggest that the samples have a high probability 

of not containing any illicit material.  Students can justify this rationale as the suspected 

codeine samples also tested negative with the Mecke’s reagent.  By including the Mandelin 

reagent in this activity, students are exposed to the concept of false positives and the non-

specific nature of CSTs.   

When following the systematic testing scheme (Figure 3.14), it is vital for students to 

correctly identify the positive color responses.  Instructors can reinforce the need to test 

borderline samples with other reagents to ensure appropriate identification is made.  Some 

students may choose to test the ten samples with all five reagents and then follow the testing 

scheme to classify the samples.  Once students develop a general knowledge of how CSTs 

can be used to screen for the presence of illicit material, they are asked to devise a plan to use 

TLC to further support their suspicions.  Instructors can use their responses to measure the 

students’ knowledge of TLC and to guide the content of the TLC activity.  The procedure of 

the CST activity as well as the questions given to students is included in Appendix E. 
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Marquis

Violet or Reddish tones (F) any other color (A, B, C, D, E, G, H, I, J)
Violet Reddish tones

Nitric Acid Mandelin

Cobalt Thiocyanate

+

+

-

-

Blue w/solid any other color
+ - + -

Heroin Codeine Amphetamine Methamphetamine
Red Olive/Gray Yellow/Green Blue/Green

( F ) ( F )

Cocaine
( E )
( H )

Mecke's
+ -

Yellow Orange Red

Green Green/Black Light tan/Olive any other color

Psylocybin LSD Mescaline
( C ) ( J )

Mandelin
+ -

Heroin Codeine Amphetamine Methamphetamine
Red Olive/Gray Yellow/Green Blue/Green

( A )
( G )
( I )

Heroin Codeine Morphine

no illicit material

test for barbiturates
( B )
( D )

no illicit material

Figure 3.14 CST Scheme (items in parenthesis are for instructor use only)
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 The final step of the forensic activity provides students the opportunity to use TLC 

for tentative identification of the confiscated samples.  Based on the experimental data 

collected from CSTs, students should have justified the need for further testing on samples C, 

E, F, H, and J.  These samples represent the mock illicit drugs.  Instructors begin this 

investigation activity with a series of active discussions dealing with general TLC and 

polarity concepts.  Although it may be difficult for students to evaluate what the response of 

the confiscated samples will be, students should understand the importance of how polarity 

changes affect TLC results.  This may be a good time for instructors to review intermolecular 

forces to discuss the different types of interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, van der 

Waals, and dipole-dipole forces.   

As an example, instructors can provide TLC plates developed from the same material 

in two different solvents (more/less polarity), such as chloroform-methanol (90:10) and 

chloroform-ethyl acetate-methanol (70:10:10), and have students try to explain why the 

results were different.  Students should realize that silica is rich in hydroxyl groups, which 

make silica very polar and act as strong hydrogen bond acceptors and donors.  This should 

lead them to understand why the dominant interactive force between the adsorbent and the 

molecules in the sample are of the dipole-dipole type.  Since the highly polar molecules 

interact fairly strongly with the polar SiO bonds, they will stick to the particles of the 

adsorbent while weakly polar molecules are held less tightly.   

 Next, students are asked to determine the identity of the selected samples.  Drug 

reference standards that support the mock illicit drug selection are provided to create an 

“illicit” drug investigation.  The students are asked to prepare 1% solutions (w/v) of each 

suspected sample in chloroform.  After the samples are prepared, students develop the TLC 
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plates using both their samples and the drug standards provided.  Students utilize the UV 

visualization method to calculate the Rf for each of the samples tested.  By comparing the Rf 

values, students can begin to associate which components are similar.  After discussing their 

suspicions with the instructor, students develop additional TLC plates where they co-spot the 

drug standard next to the suspected sample.  Through this qualitative comparison, they can 

tentatively identify the component(s) in the confiscated samples.   

The activity concludes with a series of inquiry questions that assess student 

comprehension of TLC and presumptive testing concepts.  Based on their data, students are 

asked to describe how changing the polarity of the mobile phase will affect the results.  If 

time permits, students can test their explanation by increasing the mobile phase polarity and 

observing the results.  This procedure not only establishes the connection between polarity 

and samples nature, it also verifies if the samples are relatively pure.  The cumulative data 

obtained from CSTs and TLC helps students justify the need for confirmatory testing.  The 

entire developed forensic activity is provided in Appendix E with complete instructor notes 

and student handout.   

Our real world testing with students from Raleigh Charter High (Raleigh, NC) 

identified two potential issues with the selected chemicals and CSTs.  The first issue 

involved color interpretation.  Although students may observe a variety of color formations, 

only the final color after 5 minutes should be noted.  To standardize color interpretations, a 

basic color reference chart should be provided for students to use during testing.  Students 

also had difficulty transferring materials to the test plate using toothpicks, causing cross-

contamination and odd color formations.  To avoid this issue, the use of square toothpicks or 

spatulas is suggested.  Color responses were observed during testing with quantities as little 
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as 50 µg, which is approximately the amount of material you can place on the end of a 

toothpick.  Since the selected CSTs have limits of detection from 1 to 250 µg (22,24,27), 

instructors need to discuss the sensitivity of CSTs with students.   

 

3.5 Conclusion   

Our research into designing a hands-on forensic activity was driven by the lack of 

forensic materials currently available.  The goal of the activity is to expose students to the 

presumptive techniques used by forensic chemists in the crime laboratory.  Our research 

identified five easily accessible laboratory chemicals that could be used to mimic actual CST 

results obtained from illicit materials.  The described forensic activity utilizes two common 

forensic presumptive techniques to justify further confirmatory testing on the mock illicit 

samples.  Throughout the activity, students learn about the non-specific nature of CSTs and 

were re-familiarized with the concepts involved in TLC.  Although CSTs are used 

empirically without the elucidation of mechanisms of action or structure determination, 

students gain an understanding of the importance of CSTs in the drug screening process.  The 

hands-on forensic activity should provide educators with an opportunity to expose students to 

the techniques used by the modern forensic chemist for drug screening.  

 

3.6 Future Direction 

Our research into the chemical spot test reagents yielded little conclusive evidence of 

why certain drugs changed color in the presence of the reagents.  Most of the common 

chemical spot test reagents utilize sulfuric acid as the solvent, which is known to foster a 

multitude of reactions such as hydrolysis, esterification, oxidation and dehydration (19).  
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Many authors speculate the changes are based on specific structural features, however, the 

mechanism of action of these reagents has not been found.  Future research should focus on 

investigating the mechanism of action to teach students the fundamental chemistry concepts 

behind chemical spot tests.  

 Incorporating other types of presumptive testing techniques could enhance the 

educational experience of this activity.  In particular, microcrystalline tests are worth 

investigating for future forensic chemistry modules.  These presumptive tests are often used 

to tentatively confirm a drugs’ identity, once the list has been narrowed down by the CSTs.  

However, they do not contribute to an identification scheme and are not suited for systematic 

drug screening (17,20,21).  These tests are highly developed chemical-precipitation tests that 

consist of mixing a drop of the drug sample with a drop of the chemical reagent on a 

microscopic slide and observing the crystalline precipitate under a polarizing microscope 

(100X – 400X power) (40).  Hundreds of microcrystalline tests have been developed in order 

to characterize the most common drugs of abuse.  Some have even been designed so the 

analyst does not have to isolate a drug from its diluents, making the testing procedure very 

rapid (12).  Microcrystalline tests allow for identification by comparing the samples crystal 

formation to those of pure standards or standards in the presence of adulterants and diluents.  

Therefore, the analyst must have some idea of what the material is they are testing.   

The activity may be modified to utilize only OTC chemicals instead of mimicking 

illicit materials.  Instructors can include various OTC formulations or create their own unique 

combinations.  The immersive chemistry application described in chapter 2 could eventually 

be used to develop advanced forensic activities for educational purposes.  Using immersive 
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technology, instructors can recreate crime scenes, emphasize material handling protocols, 

and expose students to highly sophisticated analytical instrumentation. 

 Confirmatory testing techniques can be combined with this presumptive activity to 

both qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the sample.  Educators can choose to have 

students confirm their presumptive data by interpreting the results from a confirmatory test, 

such as GC-MS or IR spectroscopy.  The activity can simply require students to interpret and 

compare their spectra rather than obtain them.  Interpreting and comparing spectra of drugs is 

a very important process in the crime laboratory that can make for some excellent 

comparison experiments (11).   
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CHAPTER 4 

Summary & Conclusion 
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Research suggests the incorporation of immersive VR technology in future chemistry 

labs will require utilizing and manipulating a 3D graphics engine.  In the work reported here, 

the design requirements, prototype, and tools to aid in the construction of a 3D graphics 

engine for chemistry have been presented.  Once created, a 3D graphics engine can handle 

the rapid development of a variety of concepts in chemistry in a virtual manner.   

Incorporating immersive VR technology into education has the potential to offer robust 

pedagogical situations to students that they otherwise would not be able to experience.  

Instructors can use this technology to develop traditional labs that are no longer available due 

to waste generation or hazardous materials, as well as create new labs that explain complex 

phenomena through advance conceptual visualization techniques.  The researchers are 

particularly interested in utilizing this technology to construct new labs that recreate the work 

of a forensic chemist, where the cost of sophisticated instrumentation and handling of 

sensitive materials makes educational forensic labs unreachable for most institutions.  The 

primary goals of this research were: 

• to evaluate which software is best suited for developing a 3D graphics engine for 

future chemistry educational modules 

• to identify the basic components needed to achieve realism in a 3D environment 

• to determine how the components can integrate into a 3D graphics engine 

• to investigate the chemistry of empirical testing (Forensic Chemistry) 

 

In order to evaluate the existing development software available, the basic 

requirements of a VR application for chemistry were defined.  The VR application for 

chemistry needs to be simple, flexible, and efficient if it is to survive as a long lasting 
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educational tool.  The core of a VR application for chemistry can be treated similar to that of 

gaming, enabling the developers to focus on a 3D graphics engine.  Although the gaming 

industry has demonstrated the ability of 3D graphics engines to provide realistic virtual 

environments, building upon existing engines has proven to be difficult (limited flexibility, 

high cost, time consuming).  Evaluation of current software technologies supports the need to 

develop a VR application from scratch, due to the lack of an application builder that fits the 

requirements.  The protocols and advancements in this field were utilized to construct a new 

3D graphics engine, which is better suited for chemical education.  Since the engine will be 

responsible for rendering the 3D models and virtual environment in real-time, the research 

indicated the best choice to develop a 3D graphics engine is using OpenGL and VC++.  This 

robust combination of programming tools has demonstrated versatility in VR application 

development.  

The design of the prototype engine was centralized around the basic requirements, 

which included the ability to load environment data from an external source, handle 

associated texture images using a texture manager, and navigate using standard input devices.  

Although the prototype did not include advanced hardware and control technologies, the 

flexible framework will allow programmers to add these technologies as the development 

progresses.  Once the engine is completed, instructors will be able to concentrate on content 

and visualization, rather than the basic core of the application.  Future research should focus 

on expanding the basic principles outlined in this thesis to incorporate features such as object 

loading, object interaction, and incorporation of advanced hardware technologies.   

Forensic chemistry can benefit from the advantages offered by an immersive VR 

application.  Instructors can recreate crime scenes, introduce proper material handling 
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protocols, and expose students to both presumptive and confirmatory testing using highly 

sophisticated instrumentation.  Since the framework will incorporate a simple and flexible 

architecture, the educational content (scenario) can be changed from forensics to virtually 

any educational field.  In addition, instructors can efficiently incorporate recent research 

methods and protocols within the immersive environment, keeping students abreast of 

advances in the field.   

The prototype and associated materials embody the initial states of implementing 

immersive technology into chemical education.  A framework has been laid to allow skilled 

programmers and designers to quickly put the ideas to work.  The design requirements and 

prototype should provide a source of documentation to enable others to create a platform 

independent 3D graphics engine for educational purposes.  However, consideration must be 

taken to examine new development tools that can increase overall productivity. 

Clearly, immersive VR can enhance chemical education in situations where 

traditional wet labs are no longer readily available and can expand what students in forensic 

chemistry courses are currently exposed to.  However, the lack of forensic chemistry 

materials currently available supported the development of a new hands-on forensic activity 

that exposes students to the drug screening techniques used by modern forensic chemists.  In 

the activity developed, students are introduced to the common chemical spot tests used in 

forensic laboratories and are familiarized with forensic applications of thin-layer 

chromatography. These low cost, microscale presumptive forensic techniques can easily be 

implemented by educational institutions.  

Traditional experiments in this area have attempted to deal with the difficulty in 

obtaining heavily regulated controlled substances.  However, previous efforts have 
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predominantly focused on common OTC analgesic analysis using TLC.  The research 

presented has identified five easily accessible laboratory chemicals that can mimic illicit 

materials in a presumptive drug testing activity such as CSTs.  Although scientists have used 

CSTs for over a century, the research was unable to reveal a correlation between chemical 

structure and CSTs results.  Students can use the non-specific nature of CSTs to rapidly 

screen for the presence of “illicit” material and tentatively identify any suspected material by 

TLC.  Further investigation into the current presumptive and confirmatory testing techniques 

is needed to expand upon the educational experienced offered from the activity.   
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Appendix A 
 

 
 
Source Code for Framework Design 
 
Framework.cpp 

 
// Header files 
#include <windows.h>  // Access to WGL routines 
#include <GL/gl.h>  // Access to OpenGL library 
#include <GL/glu.h>  // Access to OpenGL utility library 
#include <GL/glaux.h>  // Access to AUX library 
 
// Variables 
HDC hDC=NULL;      // GDI device context 
HGLRC hRC=NULL;  // Rendering context 
HWND hWnd=NULL;   // Holds the handle 
HINSTANCE hInstance;      // Holds the instance 
 
bool fullscreen=TRUE; // Bool for fullscreen 
bool keyPressed[256]; // Bool for keyboard 
bool active=TRUE;   // Bool for active window 
 
// Windows procedure event handler 
LRESULT CALLBACK WndProc(HWND, UINT, WPARAM, LPARAM);  
 
GLvoid GLSceneSize(GLsizei width, GLsizei height)  // Initialize and resize window 
{ 
 if (height==0) // Don't want divide by zero      
 { 
  height=1;    
 } 
 glViewport(0,0,width,height);  // Reset the viewport 
 glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);  // Set projection matrix 
 glLoadIdentity();   
 gluPerspective(60.0f,(GLfloat)width/(GLfloat)height,0.1f,150.0f);  // Aspect Ratio of our 
window 
 glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);    // Set modelview matrix 
 glLoadIdentity();     
} 
 
// OpenGL Setup  
int InitializeGL(GLvoid)        
{ 
 glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);  // Background color selection 
 glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); // Enable smooth shading 
 glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
 return TRUE; // Ok 
} 
 
// OpenGL drawings 
int RenderScene(GLvoid)  
{ 
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 glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);  // Clear the screen 
 glLoadIdentity(); // Reset  
 glTranslatef(0.0f,0.0f,-3.0f);  // 3 units into screen 
 glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES); // Triangle 3-vertices 
 glColor3f(0.0f,0.5f,1.0f); //Light Blue color 
  glVertex3f( 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f);  
  glVertex3f(-1.0f,-1.0f, 0.0f); 
  glVertex3f( 1.0f,-1.0f, 0.0f);  
 glEnd();  
 return TRUE; // Ok 
} 
 
// Close the window 
GLvoid CloseDown(GLvoid)   
{ 
 if (fullscreen) 
  ChangeDisplaySettings(NULL,0);  // If true, switch to desktop 
  ShowCursor(TRUE);  // Enable mouse cursor 
 if (hRC)  // Rendering context 
  hRC=NULL; 
 if (hDC && !ReleaseDC(hWnd,hDC))  // Can we release the DC 
  hDC=NULL;  
 if (hWnd && !DestroyWindow(hWnd))  
  hWnd=NULL;     
 if (!UnregisterClass("OpenGL Window",hInstance))  
  hInstance=NULL;   
}  
 
BOOL CreateGLWindow(char* title, int width, int height, int bits, bool screenmode) 
{ 
 GLuint PixelFormat;  
 WNDCLASS  windowClass;  // Windows class structure 
 DWORD  dwExStyle;  
 DWORD  dwStyle;  
 RECT  windowRect;  // Rectangle upper left & lower right values 
 windowRect.top=(long)0;   // Top value 0 
 windowRect.left=(long)0;  // left value 0 
 windowRect.bottom=(long)height;  // Bottom value  
 windowRect.right=(long)width; // right value 
   
 fullscreen=screenmode; // Global screen flag 
 
 hInstance= GetModuleHandle(NULL); 
 windowClass.style= CS_HREDRAW | CS_VREDRAW | CS_OWNDC;  // Redraw 
 windowClass.lpfnWndProc= (WNDPROC) WndProc;     
 windowClass.cbClsExtra= 0;    
 windowClass.cbWndExtra= 0;    
 windowClass.hInstance= hInstance;  
 windowClass.hIcon= LoadIcon(NULL, IDI_APPLICATION);  // default icon 
 windowClass.hCursor= LoadCursor(NULL, IDC_ARROW);  // default arrow 
 windowClass.hbrBackground= NULL; 
 windowClass.lpszMenuName= NULL; 
 windowClass.lpszClassName= "MyClass";  // Class name 
 
 // Register the window class 
 if (!RegisterClass(&windowClass))   
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 return FALSE;     
  
 if (fullscreen) 
 { 
  DEVMODE devModeScreen; // Device mode data structure 
  memset(&devModeScreen,0,sizeof(devModeScreen));   // Clears Memory 
  devModeScreen.dmSize=sizeof(devModeScreen); // Size of structure 
  devModeScreen.dmPelsWidth= width;   
  devModeScreen.dmPelsHeight= height;   
  devModeScreen.dmBitsPerPel= bits;   
  devModeScreen.dmFields= 
DM_PELSWIDTH|DM_PELSHEIGHT|DM_BITSPERPEL; 
 
// Changes settings of default display device to the mode described in the DEVMODE data structure 
// Removes the taskbar from the screen 
 if (ChangeDisplaySettings(&devModeScreen, CDS_FULLSCREEN) != 
DISP_CHANGE_SUCCESSFUL) 
  fullscreen=FALSE;  
 } 
 if (fullscreen)  
 { 
  dwExStyle=WS_EX_APPWINDOW;  // Hide top level windows 
  dwStyle=WS_POPUP; // No border on window     
   
  ShowCursor(FALSE); // Hide mouse cursor 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  dwExStyle=WS_EX_APPWINDOW | WS_EX_WINDOWEDGE;    
  dwStyle=WS_OVERLAPPEDWINDOW;       
 } 
// Readjust window for better windowed display 
 AdjustWindowRectEx(&windowRect, dwStyle, FALSE, dwExStyle); 
  
if (!(hWnd=CreateWindowEx(dwExStyle, // Extended style 
  "MyClass", // Class name 
                          "Shawn's Framework Design", // App name 
                          dwStyle |WS_CLIPSIBLINGS |WS_CLIPCHILDREN, 
   0, 0, // Location of window, set to 0, 0 for fullscreen/windowed selection 
   windowRect.right-windowRect.left,  
  windowRect.bottom-windowRect.top, 
  NULL, 
                          NULL, 
  hInstance, 
  NULL 
                    ) 
     ) 
   ) 
 { 
  CloseDown();        
  MessageBox(NULL,"Error creating 
window","ERROR",MB_OK|MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
 static PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR pfd = { 
  sizeof(PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR), // Size of structurer 
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  1, // Version, always 1 
  PFD_DRAW_TO_WINDOW | // Support window 
  PFD_SUPPORT_OPENGL |  // Support OpenGL 
  PFD_DOUBLEBUFFER,  // Support double buffering 
  PFD_TYPE_RGBA,  // RGBA color mode 
  bits, // Color depth 
  0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, // Ignore color bits not used 
  0,  // No alpha buffer 
  0,  // Ignore shift bit 
  0,  // No accumulation buffer 
  0, 0, 0, 0,  // Ignore accumulation bits  
  16,  // 16-bit z-buffer size (Depth)   
  0,  // No stencil buffer 
  0,  // No auxiliary buffer 
  PFD_MAIN_PLANE,  // Primary drawing plane 
  0,  // Reserved ? 
  0, 0, 0 // Ignored layer masks 
 }; 
  
if (!(hDC=GetDC(hWnd))) 
 return FALSE;  
 if (!(PixelFormat=ChoosePixelFormat(hDC,&pfd)))  // Matching pixel format 
 return FALSE;         
 if(!SetPixelFormat(hDC,PixelFormat,&pfd))  // Could we set pixel format 
 return FALSE;  
 if (!(hRC=wglCreateContext(hDC)))  
 return FALSE;  
 if(!wglMakeCurrent(hDC,hRC))  
 return FALSE;  
 
 
 ShowWindow(hWnd,SW_SHOW);  // display the window 
 SetForegroundWindow(hWnd); // Higher priority 
 SetFocus(hWnd); // Keyboard focus to window 
 GLSceneSize(width, height); // Set up our GL screen perspective 
 
 if (!InitializeGL())  // Initialize Our Newly Created GL Window 
 { 
  CloseDown(); // Reset 
  MessageBox(NULL,"Initialization 
Failed.","ERROR",MB_OK|MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 
  return FALSE; // Return FALSE 
 } 
 
 return TRUE;  
} 
 
// Procedure event handler 
LRESULT CALLBACK WndProc(HWND hWnd, UINT message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM 
lParam)  
{ 
 switch (message)  // Window message check 
 { 
  case WM_ACTIVATE: // Activate message check 
  { 
   if (!HIWORD(wParam))  
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   { 
    active=TRUE; // Active program 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    active=FALSE; // Non-active program 
   } 
   return 0; 
  } 
  case WM_CLOSE:  // Window is closing 
  { 
   PostQuitMessage(0); // Quit message sent 
   return 0;      
  } 
  case WM_SIZE:  // Resize OpenGL window 
  { 
   GLSceneSize(LOWORD(lParam),HIWORD(lParam));  // Width, height 
   return 0;         
  } 
  case WM_KEYDOWN:  
  { 
   keyPressed[wParam] = TRUE; // True if Key is being pressed 
   return 0;      
  } 
  case WM_KEYUP:  
  { 
   keyPressed[wParam] = FALSE; // False if Key is released 
   return 0;    
  } 
 } 
return DefWindowProc(hWnd,message,wParam,lParam); 
} 
 
 
// Main Windows entry point 
int WINAPI WinMain(HINSTANCE hInstance, HINSTANCE hPrevInstance, LPSTR lpCmdLine, int 
nCmdShow) 
{ 
WNDCLASSEX WindowClass; // Window class 
HWND hwnd; //Window handle 
MSG msg; // Message 
BOOL done=FALSE; // Flag when application is complete 
 
 if (MessageBox(NULL,"Fullscreen Mode?", "Start In Fullscreen 
Mode?",MB_YESNO|MB_ICONQUESTION)==IDNO)  //Selection of windowed or fullscreen mode 
  fullscreen=FALSE; // Windowed mode 
 if (!CreateGLWindow("OpenGL Window",800,600,32,fullscreen))  // Create OpenGL window 
 return 0; 
 
// Main message loop 
 while(!done)  
 { 
  if (PeekMessage(&msg,NULL,0,0,PM_REMOVE))  
  { 
   if (msg.message==WM_QUIT) 
   { 
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    done=TRUE; 
   } 
   else          
   { 
    TranslateMessage(&msg); 
    DispatchMessage(&msg);    
   } 
  } 
  else   
  { 
   if (active) // Draw the scene, watch for ESC and Quit message from 
RenderScene()    
   { 
    if (keyPressed[VK_ESCAPE]) // ESC pressed 
    { 
     done=TRUE; // Quit 
    } 
    else    
    { 
     RenderScene();  // Draw scene 
     SwapBuffers(hDC); // swap buffers 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 CloseDown();  
 return msg.wParam; // Exit program 
} 
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Appendix B 
 
  

Virtual Laboratory Project Source Code 
 

Project1.cpp 
 

/* 
* Thanks to Ravi Iyengar (Computer Science Masters Student) for all of his help and support!

                            
 */ 
 
// Header files 
#include <windows.h>   // Access to WGL routines 
#include <GL/gl.h>  // Access to OpenGL library 
#include <GL/glu.h>  // Access to OpenGL utility library 
#include <GL/glaux.h> // Access to AUX library 
#include <math.h>  // Access to Math Library 
#include <stdio.h>  // Standard Input/Output functions 
#include "texturemgr.h"  // Texture Manager 
 
// Variables 
HDC hDC=NULL; // GDI device context 
HGLRC hRC=NULL;   // Rendering context 
HWND hWnd=NULL;     // Holds the handle 
HINSTANCE hInstance;         // Holds the instance 
 
bool fullscreen=TRUE; // Bool for fullscreen 
bool keyPressed[256]; // Bool for keyboard 
bool active=TRUE;    // Bool for active window 
 
TextureManager *textureManager; 
 
// Camera information 
float PlaneX;  
float PlaneZ; 
float direction; // Direction where we are headed 
const float Speed = 0.05f; //Forward-Backward speed 
const float strafeSpeed = 1.0f; // Left-Right speed 
const float DEG2RAD = 0.0174532f;  // Degree-Radian Conversion Factor 
const float winHeight = -0.4; // Height of user when not using natural motion 
GLfloat pitch; // Up-Down (X) 
GLfloat roll;      // Side-Side (Z) 
GLfloat yaw; // Left-Right (Y)  
GLfloat z;      // Depth Into The Screen 
 
// Structures to hold Coordinates, Quads and Rooms 
typedef struct // 3D and texture coordinates 
{ 
 float x, y, z, u, v;   // U (left-right) and V (top-bottom) are texture coordinates 
} polyCoord; 
 
typedef struct // Quads 
{ 
 polyCoord vertex[4]; 
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 GLuint texture; 
} QUAD; 
 
typedef struct // Room numbers 
{ 
 int numquads; 
 QUAD *quad; 
} ROOM;  // Lab rooms (can include more then 1 room) 
 
ROOM labRoom;  // First Lab Room 
 
// Windows procedure event handler 
LRESULT CALLBACK WndProc(HWND, UINT, WPARAM, LPARAM);  
 
// Return true if the character is a whitespace character 
bool isWhiteSpace(char c) 
{ 
 return ((c == ' ') || (c == '\t') || (c == '\r') || (c == '\n')); 
} 
 
// Check for empty lines 
void readstr(FILE *f,char *string)  // Reads a string from file f 
{ 
 do 
 { 
  fgets(string, 255, f); // Gets a string 255 max char. 
 } while ((string[0] == '/') || (string[0] == '\n')); 
 
// Chop off trailing whitespace 
int len = strlen(string); 
while ((len > 0) && (isWhiteSpace(string[len - 1])))  
{ 
 string[len - 1] = 0; 
 len = len - 1; 
} 
 return; 
} 
 
// Load and read our text file 
void LabSetup() 
{ 
 float x, y, z, u, v; 
 int numquads; 
  
 FILE *filePtr; 
 char oneline[255]; 
  
 // Load file 
 filePtr = fopen("lab/labroom.txt", "rt"); // File to extract lab room data 
 readstr(filePtr,oneline); // Read the first line of file 
 sscanf(oneline, "QUADS %d\n", &numquads); // Look for number of QUADS 
 
 labRoom.quad = new QUAD[numquads];  // Create X number of quads 
 labRoom.numquads = numquads; 
  
 // Loop to process QUADS 
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 for (int loop = 0; loop < numquads; loop++)  
 { 
  for (int vert = 0; vert < 4; vert++) 
  { 
   readstr(filePtr,oneline); 
   sscanf(oneline, "%f %f %f %f %f", &x, &y, &z, &u, &v); 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].x = x;  
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].y = y; 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].z = z; 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].u = u; 
   labRoom.quad[loop].vertex[vert].v = v; 
  } 
  readstr(filePtr,oneline); 
  labRoom.quad[loop].texture = textureManager->RefTexture(oneline); 
 } 
fclose(filePtr);  // Close file 
return; 
} 
 
// Initialize and resize window 
GLvoid GLSceneSize(GLsizei width, GLsizei height)  
{ 
 if (height==0) // Don't want a divide by zero 
 { 
  height=1;         
 } 
 
 glViewport(0,0,width,height); // Reset the viewport 
 glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); // Set projection matrix 
 glLoadIdentity();   
 gluPerspective(60.0f,(GLfloat)width/(GLfloat)height,0.1f,150.0f);  // Window Aspect Ratio 
 glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);  // Set modelview matrix 
 glLoadIdentity();   
} 
 
// OpenGL Setup  
int InitializeGL(GLvoid)        
{ 
 glClearColor(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);   // Background color selection 
 glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); // Enable smooth shading 
 glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); 
 glHint(GL_PERSPECTIVE_CORRECTION_HINT, GL_NICEST);   // Perspective calculations 
 glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); // Texture mapping 
 
 LabSetup();   
 return TRUE; // Ok 
} 
 
// OpenGL drawings 
int RenderScene(GLvoid)    
{ 
 glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);  // Clear The Screen 
 glLoadIdentity(); // Reset  
 GLfloat x_t, y_t, z_t, u_t, v_t; // Temporary vertices 
  
 GLfloat yawRotate = 360.0f - yaw;  // Direction 
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 GLfloat planeX = PlaneX;  
 GLfloat planeZ = PlaneZ;  
  
 // Camera transformations 
 glRotatef(pitch,1.0f,0.0,0.0); 
 glRotatef(roll,0.0,0.0,1.0f); 
 glRotatef(yawRotate,0.0,1.0f,0.0); 
 glTranslatef(-planeX, winHeight, -planeZ);   
 
 int numquads; // Holds number of quads 
 numquads = labRoom.numquads;  // Gets number of quads 
  
 // Process Each Quad 
 for (int loop_t = 0; loop_t < numquads; loop_t++) 
 { 
  glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, labRoom.quad[loop_t].texture); 
  glBegin(GL_QUADS); 
   glNormal3f( 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f); 
    
   // First point 
   x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].x; 
   y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].y; 
   z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].z; 
   u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].u; 
   v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[0].v; 
   glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t); // Set texture must come before vertices  
   glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); // Set vertices 
    
   // Second point 
   x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].x; 
   y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].y; 
   z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].z; 
   u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].u; 
   v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[1].v; 
   glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t);  
   glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); 
    
   // Third point 
   x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].x; 
   y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].y; 
   z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].z; 
   u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].u; 
   v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[2].v; 
   glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t);  
   glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); 
    
   // Fourth point 
   x_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].x; 
   y_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].y; 
   z_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].z; 
   u_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].u; 
   v_t = labRoom.quad[loop_t].vertex[3].v; 
   glTexCoord2f(u_t,v_t);  
   glVertex3f(x_t,y_t,z_t); 
 
  glEnd(); 
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 } 
 return TRUE;  
} 
 
// Close the window 
GLvoid CloseDown(GLvoid)   
{ 
 if (fullscreen) 
  ChangeDisplaySettings(NULL,0);  // If true, switch to desktop 
  ShowCursor(TRUE);  // Enable mouse cursor 
 if (hRC)  
  hRC=NULL; 
 if (hDC && !ReleaseDC(hWnd,hDC))  
  hDC=NULL;  
 if (hWnd && !DestroyWindow(hWnd))  
  hWnd=NULL;     
 if (!UnregisterClass("OpenGL Window",hInstance))  
  hInstance=NULL;   
} 
 
BOOL CreateGLWindow(char* title, int width, int height, int bits, bool screenmode) 
{ 
 GLuint PixelFormat;  
 WNDCLASS windowClass;  // Windows class structure 
 DWORD dwExStyle;  
 DWORD dwStyle;  
 RECT windowRect;  // Rectangle upper left & lower right values 
 windowRect.top=(long)0;  // Top value 0 
 windowRect.left=(long)0;  // left value 0 
 windowRect.bottom=(long)height;  // Bottom value  
 windowRect.right=(long)width; // right value 
   
 fullscreen=screenmode; // Global screen flag 
 
 hInstance= GetModuleHandle(NULL); 
 windowClass.style= CS_HREDRAW | CS_VREDRAW | CS_OWNDC;   // Redraw 
 windowClass.lpfnWndProc= (WNDPROC) WndProc;     
 windowClass.cbClsExtra= 0;    
 windowClass.cbWndExtra= 0;    
 windowClass.hInstance= hInstance;  
 windowClass.hIcon= LoadIcon(NULL, IDI_APPLICATION);  // default icon 
 windowClass.hCursor= LoadCursor(NULL, IDC_ARROW);  // default arrow 
 windowClass.hbrBackground= NULL; 
 windowClass.lpszMenuName= NULL; 
 windowClass.lpszClassName= "MyClass";  // Class name 
 
 // Register the window class 
 if (!RegisterClass(&windowClass))   
 return FALSE;     
  
 if (fullscreen) 
 { 
  DEVMODE devModeScreen; // Device mode data structure 
  memset(&devModeScreen,0,sizeof(devModeScreen));   // Clears Memory 
  devModeScreen.dmSize=sizeof(devModeScreen); // Size of structure 
  devModeScreen.dmPelsWidth= width;   
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  devModeScreen.dmPelsHeight= height;   
  devModeScreen.dmBitsPerPel= bits;   
  devModeScreen.dmFields= 
DM_PELSWIDTH|DM_PELSHEIGHT|DM_BITSPERPEL; 
 
// Changes settings of default display device to the mode described in the DEVMODE data structure 
// Removes the taskbar from the screen 
 if (ChangeDisplaySettings(&devModeScreen, CDS_FULLSCREEN) != 
DISP_CHANGE_SUCCESSFUL) 
  fullscreen=FALSE;  
 } 
 if (fullscreen)  
 { 
  dwExStyle=WS_EX_APPWINDOW;  // Hide top level windows 
  dwStyle=WS_POPUP; // No border on window      
  ShowCursor(FALSE); // Hide mouse cursor 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  dwExStyle=WS_EX_APPWINDOW | WS_EX_WINDOWEDGE;    
  dwStyle=WS_OVERLAPPEDWINDOW;       
 } 
// Readjust window for better windowed display 
 AdjustWindowRectEx(&windowRect, dwStyle, FALSE, dwExStyle); 
  
if (!(hWnd=CreateWindowEx(dwExStyle, // Extended style 
  "MyClass",  // Class name 
                          "Virtual Laboratory", // App name 
                          dwStyle |WS_CLIPSIBLINGS |WS_CLIPCHILDREN, 
   0, 0, // Location of window, set to 0, 0 for fullscreen/windowed selection 
   windowRect.right-windowRect.left,  
   windowRect.bottom-windowRect.top, 
  NULL, 
                          NULL, 
  hInstance, 
  NULL 
                  ) 
     ) 
   ) 
 { 
  CloseDown();        
  MessageBox(NULL,"Error creating 
window","ERROR",MB_OK|MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 
  return FALSE; 
 } 
 static PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR pfd = { 
  sizeof(PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR), // Size of structure 
   1, // Version, always 1 
   PFD_DRAW_TO_WINDOW | // Support window 
   PFD_SUPPORT_OPENGL | // Support OpenGL 
   PFD_DOUBLEBUFFER, // Support double buffering 
   PFD_TYPE_RGBA, // RGBA color mode 
   bits, // Color depth 
   0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, // Ignore color bits not used 
   0,  // No alpha buffer 
   0,  // Ignore shift bit 
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   0,  // No accumulation buffer 
   0, 0, 0, 0,  // Ignore accumulation bits  
   16,  // 16-bit z-buffer size (Depth)   
   0,  // No stencil buffer 
   0,  // No auxiliary buffer 
   PFD_MAIN_PLANE,  // Primary drawing plane 
   0,  // Reserved ? 
   0, 0, 0   // Ignored layer masks 
 }; 
  
 if (!(hDC=GetDC(hWnd))) 
  return FALSE;  
 if (!(PixelFormat=ChoosePixelFormat(hDC,&pfd)))  // Matching pixel format 
  return FALSE;         
 if(!SetPixelFormat(hDC,PixelFormat,&pfd)  // Could we set pixel format 
  return FALSE;  
 if (!(hRC=wglCreateContext(hDC)))  
  return FALSE;  
 if(!wglMakeCurrent(hDC,hRC))  
  return FALSE;  
 
 ShowWindow(hWnd,SW_SHOW);  // display the window 
 SetForegroundWindow(hWnd); // Higher priority 
 SetFocus(hWnd);  // Keyboard focus to window 
 GLSceneSize(width, height); // Set up our GL screen perspective 
 
 if (!InitializeGL())  // Initialize Our Newly Created GL Window 
 { 
  CloseDown(); // Reset 
  MessageBox(NULL,"Initialization 
Failed.","ERROR",MB_OK|MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 
  return FALSE; // Return FALSE 
 } 
 return TRUE;  
} 
 
// Procedure event handler 
LRESULT CALLBACK WndProc(HWND hWnd, UINT message, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM 
lParam)  
{ 
 switch (message)  // Window message check 
 { 
  case WM_ACTIVATE: // Activate message check 
   if (!HIWORD(wParam))  
    active=TRUE; // Active program 
   else 
    active=FALSE; // Non-active program 
   return 0; 
   
  case WM_CLOSE:  // Window is closing 
   PostQuitMessage(0); // Quit message sent 
   return 0;      
  case WM_SIZE:  // Resize OpenGL window 
   GLSceneSize(LOWORD(lParam),HIWORD(lParam));  // Width, height 
   return 0;         
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  case WM_KEYDOWN:  
   keyPressed[wParam] = TRUE; // True if Key is being pressed 
   return 0;      
   
  case WM_KEYUP:  
   keyPressed[wParam] = FALSE; // False if Key is released 
   return 0;    
 } 
return DefWindowProc(hWnd,message,wParam,lParam); 
} 
 
// Main windows entry point 
int WINAPI WinMain( HINSTANCE hInstance, HINSTANCE hPrevInstance, LPSTR lpCmdLine, int 
nCmdShow) 
{ 
 MSG  msg;  // Windows Message Structure      
 BOOL done=FALSE;  // Bool Variable To Exit Loop 
 
 textureManager = new TextureManager(); 
 
 if (MessageBox(NULL,"Fullscreen Mode?", "Start In Fullscreen 
Mode?",MB_YESNO|MB_ICONQUESTION)==IDNO)  //Selection of windowed or fullscreen mode 
  fullscreen=FALSE; // Windowed mode 
 if (!CreateGLWindow("OpenGL Window",800,600,32,fullscreen))  // Create OpenGL window 
 return 0; 
 
// Main message loop 
 while(!done)       
 { 
  if (PeekMessage(&msg, NULL, 0, 0, PM_REMOVE))  
  { 
   if (msg.message==WM_QUIT)    
   { 
    done=TRUE;       
   } 
   else        
   { 
    TranslateMessage(&msg);     
    DispatchMessage(&msg);     
   } 
  } 
  else          
  { 
  // Draw the scene, watch for ESC and Quit message from RenderScene()  
   if ((active && !RenderScene()) || keyPressed[VK_ESCAPE])  
   { 
    done=TRUE; 
   } 
   else // Update the screen 
   { 
   SwapBuffers(hDC);  // Swap the buffers  
  // Keyboard input 
    if (keyPressed[VK_UP]) 
    { 
    PlaneX -= float(sin(DEG2RAD * yaw) * Speed); // X plane 
    PlaneZ -= float(cos(DEG2RAD * yaw) * Speed); // Z plane 
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    } 
 
    if (keyPressed[VK_DOWN]) 
    { 
    PlaneX += float(sin(DEG2RAD * yaw) * Speed); // X plane 
    PlaneZ += float(cos(DEG2RAD * yaw) * Speed); // Z plane 
       
    } 
 
    if (keyPressed[VK_LEFT]) 
    { 
     direction += strafeSpeed; 
     yaw = direction; 
    } 
     
    if (keyPressed[VK_RIGHT]) 
    { 
     direction -= strafeSpeed; 
     yaw = direction; 
    } 
 
    if (keyPressed['W']) 
    { 
     pitch-= 0.5f; 
    } 
 
    if (keyPressed['X']) 
    { 
     pitch+= 0.5f; 
    } 
     
    if (keyPressed['A']) 
    { 
     roll+= 0.2f; 
    } 
 
    if (keyPressed['D']) 
    { 
     roll-= 0.2f; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 CloseDown(); // Close down, clean up.   
 delete textureManager; 
 return (msg.wParam); // Exit The Program 

} 
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Appendix C 
 
Texture Manager 
 
texturemgr.h  
 
#include <windows.h> 
#include <gl/gl.h> 
#include <gl/glaux.h> 
 
// Structure to hold texture data 
struct textureref  
{ 
 GLuint id; 
 char fileName[512]; 
 AUX_RGBImageRec *image; 
 textureref *next; 
}; 
 
class TextureManager  
{ 
 public: 
  TextureManager(); 
  ~TextureManager(); 
  GLuint RefTexture(char *fileName); 
 private: 
  textureref *mTextures; 
}; 
 
texturemgr.cpp 
 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "texturemgr.h" 
 
AUX_RGBImageRec *LoadBitmap(char *Filename); 
 
TextureManager::TextureManager() 
: mTextures(0) 
{ 
} 
 
TextureManager::~TextureManager() 
{ 
 textureref *next, *cur = mTextures; 
 
 // Clean up loaded textures 
 while (cur != 0)  
 { 
  next = cur->next; 
 
  free(cur->image->data); 
  free(cur->image); 
  glDeleteTextures(1, &(cur->id)); 
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  delete cur; 
  cur = next; 
 } 
} 
// Obtain a reference to a texture, loading it if it is not already loaded 
GLuint TextureManager::RefTexture(char *fileName) 
{ 
 // See if the texture is already loaded 
 for (textureref *cur = mTextures; cur != 0; cur = cur->next)  
 { 
  if (strcmp(fileName, cur->fileName) == 0) return cur->id; 
 } 
 
 // Load the texture 
 AUX_RGBImageRec *bmp = LoadBitmap(fileName); 
 if (bmp == 0)  
 { 
  char msg[512]; 
  sprintf(msg, "Could not load texture '%s'", fileName); 
  MessageBox(0, msg, "Warning", MB_OK); 
  return 0; 
 } 
  
 textureref *newTexture = new textureref; 
 newTexture->image = bmp; 
 
 // Get a "name" (numeric identifier)  
 glGenTextures(1, &(newTexture->id)); 
 
 // Activate the texture  
 glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, newTexture->id); 
  
 // Set it using linear filtering 
 glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR); 
 glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR); 
 glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 3, bmp->sizeX, bmp->sizeY, 0, GL_RGB, 
GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, bmp->data); 
 
 // Add the structure to the list 
 // TODO: Use a hash table instead of a linked list for efficiency 
 strcpy(newTexture->fileName, fileName); 
 newTexture->next = mTextures; 
 mTextures = newTexture; 
 
 // return the texture "name" 
 return newTexture->id; 
} 
 
// Loading our bitmap 
AUX_RGBImageRec *LoadBitmap(char *filename)  
{ 
        FILE *File=NULL;                        
        if (!filename)     // Make sure filename was assigned 
        { 
                return NULL;     
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        } 
 
        File=fopen(filename,"r");       
 
        if (File) // Does file exist? 
        { 
    fclose(File);  
                return auxDIBImageLoad(filename); 
        } 
        return NULL; 
} 
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Appendix D 
 
 
Laboratory Data File 
 
The textually described data file details the quadrilateral information in the form (x, y, z, u, 
v).  The associated texture image is listed after each set of vertices. 
 
Labroom.txt 
 
 
QUADS 77 
 
//***********Front Wall********** 
 
-7.5 -1 -10 0 0 
-5 -1 -10 1 0 
-5  2 -10 1 1 
-7.5  2 -10 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
-5        -1  -10  0 0 
-2.5     -1 -10 1 0 
-2.5  2 -10 1 1 
-5  2 -10 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
-2.5 -1  -10  0 0 
 0         -1 -10 1 0 
 0  2 -10 1 1 
-2.5  2 -10 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
 0 -1  -10 0 0 
 2.5 -1 -10 1 0 
 2.5  2 -10 1 1 
 0  2 -10 0 1  
lab/wall.bmp 
 
 2.5 -1 -10 0 0 
 5 -1 -10 1 0 
 5  2 -10 1 1 
 2.5  2 -10 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
  

 
 
 
5 -1 -10 0 0 
 7.5 -1 -10 1 0 
 7.5  2 -10 1 1 
 5  2 -10 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
//***********Left Wall*********** 
 
-7.5 -1 -7.5   0 0 
-7.5 -1 -10 1 0 
-7.5  2 -10 1 1 
-7.5  2 -7.5 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
-7.5 -1 -5 0 0 
-7.5 -1 -7.5 1 0 
-7.5  2 -7.5 1 1 
-7.5  2 -5 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
-7.5 -1 -2.5 0 0 
-7.5 -1 -5 1 0 
-7.5  2 -5 1 1 
-7.5  2 -2.5 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
-7.5 -1  0 0 0 
-7.5 -1 -2.5 1 0 
-7.5  2 -2.5 1 1 
-7.5   2  0 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
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//***********Right Wall********** 
 
 7.5 -1 -10 0 0 
 7.5 -1 -7.5 1 0 
 7.5  2  -7.5 1 1 
 7.5  2  -10 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
 7.5 -1 -7.5 0 0 
 7.5 -1 -5 1 0 
 7.5  2 -5 1 1 
 7.5  2 -7.5 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
 7.5 -1  -5 0 0 
 7.5  -1  -2.5 1 0 
 7.5  2 -2.5 1 1 
 7.5  2 -5 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
7.5 -1 -2.5 0 0 
7.5 -1  0 1 0 
7.5  2  0 1 1 
7.5  2 -2.5 0 1 
lab/wall.bmp 
 
//***********Floor************* 
 
-7.5 -1  0 0 0 
-5 -1  0  1 0 
-5 -1 -5 1 1 
-7.5 -1 -5 0 1 
lab/floor.bmp 
 
-5 -1   0 1 0 
-2.5 -1  0 0 0 
-2.5 -1 -5 0 1 
-5 -1 -5 1 1 
lab/floor.bmp  
 
-2.5 -1  0 0 0 
 0 -1  0 1 0 
 0 -1 -5 1 1 
-2.5 -1 -5 0 1 
lab/floor.bmp 
 

 0 -1  0 1 0 
 2.5 -1  0 0 0 
 2.5 -1 -5 0 1 
 0 -1 -5 1 1 
lab/floor.bmp 
 
 2.5 -1    0 0 0 
 5 -1  0 1 0 
 5 -1 -5 1 1 
 2.5 -1 -5 0 1 
lab/floor.bmp  
 
 5 -1  0 1 0 
 7.5 -1  0 0 0 
 7.5 -1 -5 0 1 
 5 -1 -5 1 1 
lab/floor.bmp 
 
/***************************** 
 
-7.5 -1 -5 0 1 
-5 -1 -5 1 1 
-5 -1 -10 1 0 
-7.5 -1 -10 0 0 
lab/floor.bmp 
 
-5 -1   -5 1 1 
-2.5 -1  -5 0 1  
-2.5 -1  -10 0 0 
-5 -1  -10 1 0 
lab/floor.bmp  
 
-2.5 -1 -5 0 1 
 0 -1 -5 1 1 
 0 -1 -10 1 0 
-2.5 -1 -10 0 0 
lab/floor.bmp 
 
 0 -1 -5 1 1 
 2.5 -1 -5 0 1 
 2.5 -1 -10 0 0 
 0 -1 -10 1 0 
lab/floor.bmp 
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2.5 -1  -5 0 1 
 5 -1 -5 1 1 
 5 -1 -10 1 0 
 2.5 -1 -10 0 0 
lab/floor.bmp  
 
 5 -1 -5 1 1 
 7.5 -1 -5 0 1 
 7.5 -1 -10 0 0 
 5 -1 -10 1 0 
lab/floor.bmp 
 
 
//********** Middle Table ******** 
 
// Top 
 2.7    0.05 -7 0 0 
 2.7  0.05 -4.5 1 0 
 3.7  0.05 -4.5 1 1 
 3.7  0.05 -7 0 1 
lab/tabletop.bmp 
 
// Front Top 
 2.7  0.0 -7 0 0 
 2.7  0.0 -4.5 1 0 
 2.7  0.05 -4.5 1 1 
 2.7  0.05 -7 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Back Top 
 3.7  0.0 -4.5 0 0 
 3.7  0.0 -7 1 0 
 3.7  0.05 -7 1 1 
 3.7  0.05 -4.5 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Left Side Top 
 2.7  0.0 -4.5 0 0 
 3.7  0.0 -4.5 1 0 
 3.7  0.05 -4.5 1 1 
 2.7  0.05 -4.5 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp  
 
 
 
 

// Right Side Top 
 3.7  0.0 -7 0 0 
 2.7  0.0 -7 1 0 
 2.7  0.05 -7 1 1 
 3.7  0.05 -7 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Bottom Front Layer 
 2.8 -0.1 -6.8 0 0 
 2.8 -0.1 -4.7 1 0   
 2.8  0 -4.7 1 1  
 2.8  0 -6.8 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Back Layer 
 3.6 -0.1 -6.8 0 0 
 3.6 -0.1 -4.7 1 0   
 3.6  0 -4.7 1 1  
 3.6  0 -6.8 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Left Side 
 3.5 -0.1 -6.9 0 0 
 2.9 -0.1 -6.9 1 0 
 2.9  0 -6.9 1 1 
 3.5  0 -6.9  0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Right Side 
 2.9 -0.1 -4.6 0 0 
 3.5 -0.1 -4.6 1 0 
 3.5  0 -4.6 1 1 
 2.9  0 -4.6  0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp  
 
// Left Leg Back 
 3.6 -1 -6.9 0 0 
 3.6 -1 -6.8 1 0 
 3.6  0 -6.8 1 1 
 3.6  0 -6.9 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
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// Left Leg Back 
 3.6 -1 -6.9 0 0 
 3.5 -1 -6.9 1 0 
 3.5  0 -6.9 1 1 
 3.6  0 -6.9 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg Back 
 3.5 -1 -6.9 0 0 
 3.5 -1 -6.8 1 0 
 3.5  0 -6.8 1 1 
 3.5  0 -6.9 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg Back 
 3.5 -1 -6.8 0 0 
 3.6 -1 -6.8 1 0 
 3.6  0 -6.8 1 1 
 3.5  0 -6.8 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg Front 
 2.9 -1 -6.9 0 0 
 2.9 -1 -6.8 1 0 
 2.9  0 -6.8 1 1 
 2.9  0 -6.9 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg Front 
 2.9 -1 -6.9 0 0 
 2.8 -1 -6.9 1 0 
 2.8  0 -6.9 1 1 
 2.9  0 -6.9 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg Front 
 2.8 -1 -6.9 0 0 
 2.8 -1 -6.8 1 0 
 2.8  0 -6.8 1 1 
 2.8  0 -6.9 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
 
 
 
 

// Left Leg Front 
 2.8 -1 -6.8 0 0 
 2.9 -1 -6.8 1 0 
 2.9  0 -6.8 1 1 
 2.8  0 -6.8 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Back 
 3.6 -1 -4.7 0 0 
 3.6 -1 -4.6 1 0 
 3.6  0 -4.6 1 1 
 3.6  0 -4.7 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Back 
 3.6 -1 -4.7 0 0 
 3.5 -1 -4.7 1 0 
 3.5  0 -4.7 1 1 
 3.6  0 -4.7 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Back 
 3.5 -1 -4.6 0 0 
 3.5 -1 -4.7 1 0 
 3.5  0 -4.7 1 1 
 3.5  0 -4.6 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Back 
 3.5 -1 -4.6 0 0 
 3.6 -1 -4.6 1 0 
 3.6  0 -4.6 1 1 
 3.5  0 -4.6 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Front 
 2.9 -1 -4.7 0 0 
 2.9 -1 -4.6 1 0 
 2.9  0 -4.6 1 1 
 2.9  0 -4.7 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
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// Right Leg Front 
 2.9 -1 -4.7 0 0 
 2.8 -1 -4.7 1 0 
 2.8  0 -4.7 1 1 
 2.9  0 -4.7 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Front 
 2.8 -1 -4.6 0 0 
 2.8 -1 -4.7 1 0 
 2.8  0 -4.7 1 1 
 2.8  0 -4.6 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg Front 
 2.8 -1 -4.6 0 0 
 2.9 -1 -4.6 1 0 
 2.9  0 -4.6 1 1 
 2.8  0 -4.6 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
//**********Table1************** 
 
// Top 
-2.5  0.05 -9.0 0 0 
-0.001  0.05 -9.0 1 0 
-0.001  0.05 -10.0 1 1 
-2.5  0.05 -10.0 0 1 
lab/tabletop.bmp 
 
// Front Top 
-2.5  0.0 -9.0 0 0 
-0.001  0.0 -9.0 1 0 
-0.001  0.05 -9.0  1 1 
-2.5  0.05 -9.0 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Left Side Top  
-2.5  0.0 -9.0 0 0 
-2.5  0.0 -10.0 1 0 
-2.5  0.05 -10.0 1 1 
-2.5  0.05 -9.0 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
 
 

//Right Side Top 
-0.001  0 -9.0 0 0 
-0.001  0 -10 1 0 
-0.001  0.05 -10 1 1 
-0.001   0.05 -9.0 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Bottom Front Layer  
-2.3 -0.1 -9.1 0 0 
-0.199 -0.1 -9.1 1 0 
-0.199  0 -9.1 1 1 
-2.3  0 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Left Side 
-2.4 -0.1 -10 0 0 
-2.4 -0.1 -9.2 1 0 
-2.4  0 -9.2 1 1 
-2.4  0 -10 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Right Side  
-0.099 -0.1 -9.2 0 0 
-0.099 -0.1 -10 1 0 
-0.099  0 -10 1 1 
-0.099  0 -9.2 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg  
-0.199 -1 -9.1 0 0 
-0.099 -1 -9.1 1 0 
-0.099  0 -9.1 1 1 
-0.199  0 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg  
-0.099 -1 -9.1 0 0 
-0.099 -1 -9.2 1 0 
-0.099  0 -9.2 1 1 
-0.099  0 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
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//Right Leg 
-0.199 -1 -9.2 0 0 
-0.199 -1 -9.1 1 0 
-0.199  0 -9.1 1 1 
-0.199  0 -9.2 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg 
-2.3 -1 -9.1 0 0 
-2.4 -1 -9.1 1 0 
-2.4  0 -9.1 1 1 
-2.3  0  -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg 
-2.4 -1 -9.1 0 0 
-2.4 -1 -9.2 1 0 
-2.4  0 -9.2 1 1 
-2.4  0  -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
//Left Lef 
-2.3 -1 -9.1 0 0 
-2.3 -1 -9.2 1 0 
-2.3 -0.1 -9.2 1 1 
-2.3 -0.1 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
 
//**********Table2************** 
 
// Top   
 0.001  0.05 -9.0 0 0 
 2.5  0.05 -9.0 1 0 
 2.5  0.05 -10.0 1 1 
 0.001  0.05 -10.0 0 1 
lab/tabletop.bmp 
 
// Front  
 0.001  0.0 -9.0 0 0 
 2.5  0.0 -9.0 1 0 
 2.5  0.05 -9.0  1 1 
 0.001  0.05 -9.0 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
 

//Left Side Top 
 0.001  0 -9.0 0 0 
 0.001  0 -10 1 0 
 0.001  0.05 -10 1 1 
 0.001   0.05 -9.0 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Right Side Top 
 2.5  0.0 -9.0 0 0 
 2.5  0.0 -10.0 1 0 
 2.5  0.05 -10.0 1 1 
 2.5  0.05 -9.0 0 1 
lab/tablet.bmp 
 
// Bottom Front Layer 
 0.199 -0.1 -9.1 0 0 
 2.3 -0.1 -9.1 1 0 
 2.3  0 -9.1 1 1 
 0.199  0 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Left Side 
 0.099 -0.1 -9.2 0 0 
 0.099 -0.1 -10 1 0 
 0.099  0 -10 1 1 
 0.099  0 -9.2 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Bottom Right Side  
 2.4 -0.1 -9.2 0 0 
 2.4 -0.1 -10.0 1 0 
 2.4   0 -10.0 1 1 
 2.4   0 -9.2 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Right Leg 
 2.3 -1 -9.1 0 0 
 2.4 -1 -9.1 1 0 
 2.4  0 -9.1 1 1 
 2.3  0  -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
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// Right Leg  
 2.4 -1 -9.1 0 0 
 2.4 -1 -9.2 1 0 
 2.4  0 -9.2 1 1 
 2.4  0  -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
//Right Leg 
 2.3 -1 -9.2  0 0 
 2.3 -1 -9.1 1 0 
 2.3 -0.1 -9.1 1 1 
 2.3 -0.1 -9.2 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg 
 0.199 -1 -9.1 0 0 
 0.099 -1 -9.1 1 0 

 0.099  0 -9.1 1 1 
 0.199  0 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg 
 0.099 -1 -9.2 0 0 
 0.099 -1 -9.1 1 0 
 0.099  0 -9.1 1 1 
 0.099  0 -9.2 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
 
// Left Leg 
 0.199 -1 -9.1 0 0 
 0.199 -1 -9.2 1 0 
 0.199  0 -9.2 1 1 
 0.199  0 -9.1 0 1 
lab/tableb.bmp 
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Appendix E 
 

Drug Identification – Presumptive Testing 
Instructor’s Notes 

Time: 2-3 hours 
Topic: Chemical Spot Tests / Thin-Layer Chromatography 
Type: Investigation 
Level: Intermediate 
 
Overview: 
Students will carry out five forensic chemical spot tests on ten drug samples (five “mock” 
illicit drugs and five over-the-counter drugs).  Physical properties and color tests will enable 
students to determine which drugs should be analyzed further using a more discriminating 
technique.  The students will then devise a plan to utilize thin-layer chromatography to 
tentatively identify the composition of the selected drug samples.  Students will be utilizing 
presumptive forensic techniques throughout this activity to build a case and justify further 
use of confirmatory testing.    
 
Equipment and Materials: 
Each student will need: 
CST  
1- twelve well porcelain test plate, 10- disposable pasteur pipettes, 10- spatulas, 1- grease 
pencil, 1- pair of disposable gloves, 1 mL of selected chemical spot test reagents (Marquis, 
Mecke’s, Nitric Acid, Cobalt Thiocyanate, and Mandelin), and ~ 5 mg of selected drug 
samples.  
 
TLC  
2 -150 mL beakers, 2- large watch glasses, 5- fluorescent TLC sheets (2.5 x 7.5 cm), 10- 
micropipettes, a 2mL volumetric pipette, a rubber bulb, forceps, 2- filter papers, 10- 1-dram 
vials, 20 mL of 9:1 chloroform:methanol mobile phase, drug standards (1% solutions in 
chloroform), ~20 mg of selected drug samples, and a UV lamp. 
 
Drug samples include: 
Chlorpromazine HCl (mock opiate, heroin), Methapyrilene HCl (mock stimulant, cocaine), 
2-Chloroacetophenone (mock hallucinogen, mescaline), Indole (mock hallucinogen, LSD), 
Benadryl (mock stimulant, cocaine), Aspirin, Caffeine, Ibuprofen, Tylenol, and Excedrin.   
 
Chemicals: 

Chemical CAS # Chemical CAS # 
Chlorpromazine HCl 69-09-0 Conc. sulfuric acid 7664-93-9 
Methapyrilene HCl 135-23-9 Conc. nitric acid 7697-37-2 

2-Chloroacetophenone 532-27-4 37% formaldehyde 
solution 

50-00-0 

Indole 120-72-9 Cobalt thiocyanate 3017-60-5 
Benadryl 147-24-0 / OTC Stannous chloride 7772-99-8 
Aspirin 50-78-2 / OTC Selenous acid 7783-00-8 
Caffeine 58-08-2 / OTC Ammonium vanadate 7803-55-6 
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Ibuprofen 15687-27-1 / OTC Chloroform 67-66-3 
Tylenol 103-90-2 / OTC Methanol 67-56-1 

Excedrin OTC   
 
Reagent Preparation Procedures: 
CST 
Reagents should be freshly prepared before use. 
Marquis reagent – 10 mL of 37% formaldehyde added to 100 mL of concentrated sulfuric 
acid.  
Nitric Acid reagent – Concentrated HNO3. 
Cobalt thiocyanate reagent (2-step) – Solution A: 2 g of cobalt thiocyanate dissolved in 100 
mL of distilled water. Solution B: 5 g stannous chloride dissolved in 100 mL of distilled 
water. 
Mecke’s reagent – 0.5 g of selenous acid dissolved in 100 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid. 
Mandelin reagent – 1 g ammonium vanadate dissolved in 100 mL of concentrated sulfuric 
acid. 
 
TLC 
Mobile phase- Combine 360 mL of chloroform with 40 mL of methanol in a large volumetric 
flask (enough for ~20 students).  
1% Drug standards- Dissolve 0.2 g of each drug with 2 mL of chloroform in separate 1-dram 
vials.  Cap vial and vortex before distributing to students. 
 
Objectives: 
Students will learn how simple color reactions can be used to test for controlled substances. 
Students will be able to explain why color tests are used for screening purposes only. 
Students will be able to determine which of the ten substances tested by chemical spot tests 
qualify for further testing. 
Students will learn how to use TLC to screen controlled substances by using mock illicit and 
OTC drugs. 
Students will be able to build evidence supporting the identity of the unknown drug samples 
by TLC comparison with several known compounds and their CST results. 
Students will be able to determine which of the ten substances qualify for confirmatory 
testing. 
 
Other Student Difficulties:  
Color interpretation is difficult without color reference cards.  
Students may interpret Rf values as unique results obtained from only one specific chemical. 
Students could have a hard time realizing that the chemical spot tests have narrowed down 
the identity of their material, and that only a few known samples need to be analyzed by 
TLC. 
 
Prerequisites:   
Students should have a basic understanding of chromatography and polarity. 
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Activity Table 
Task Reason Notes 

Show a CST demo that produces 
visible results. 

To demonstrate the testing procedure 
and color assignment. 

Provide color chart for simple 
identification. 

Discuss the results of the CST 
demo emphasizing that results are 
strictly empirical. 

To ensure that students understand the 
nature of presumptive testing. 

Encourage students to speculate. 
Discuss why CSTs lack 
specificity. 

Show an example TLC plate 
produced from spotting various 
concentrations of a two-component 
material. 

Students will see the more 
concentrated spots as large blobs, 
which are difficult to separate and 
measure. 

1% solutions are ideal for TLC 
analysis. 

Have students determine what the 
results from a less/more polar 
mobile phase would be. 

To demonstrate the effects of polarity 
in TLC. 

Select a chemical such as 
ethanol or methanol that clearly 
demonstrates the polarity effects. 

Discuss results obtained from 
various developing chamber 
configurations. 

To understand why we seal the 
chamber and use a wick. 

Students will understand that the 
environment must be saturated 
with solvent vapor in order to 
obtain accurate and reproducible 
results. 

 
Related Activities:  Anderson, J. J. Chem. Educ. 2005, 82, 1809-1810. 

References:   
 O’Neal, C.L., Crouch, D.L., Fatah, A.A. For. Sci. Int. 2000, 109, 189-201. 
 Clarke, E.G.C. “Isolation and Identification of Drugs,” Vol. 1 & 2, The 

Pharmaceutical Press, London, 1978. 
 
Rationale: 
The first step performed by a forensic scientist, like other scientists, is the observation and 
collection of data.  Forensic scientists always look for data either at the crime scene or in the 
laboratory.  In the case of a forensic chemist, the majority of evidence comes from drug 
related crimes and involves identifying the chemical composition of unknown powders or 
tablets.  The second step is the conjecture of the collected data where physical evidence is 
analyzed using some basic tests.  Once forensic scientists have completed this step, they may 
formulate a hypothesis as to what this physical evidence is and how it can be positively 
identified using more discriminating techniques.  In this activity, students will first utilize 
chemical spot tests as a rapid screening method to determine if any of the suspected drug 
samples qualify for further testing by TLC.  Since most undergraduate and high school 
students cannot perform experiments using actual drugs of abuse, this activity utilizes 
presumptive forensic techniques to tentatively identify over-the-counter and various other 
compounds that mimic illicit drugs.   
 
Optional/Supplementary Material: 
Students could be provided with drug solutions (1-2% solutions in chloroform) instead of 
tablets or powdered material for color testing.  Unknowns and additional OTC drugs such as 
Pseudoephedrine, which serves as mock amphetamine, can be added to the scheme to create 
alternate situations.  Dille-Koppanyi reagent can be added to test for barbiturates. Chemical 
spot test reagents can be purchased in glass ampoules for simple lab preparation (NarcoTest 
kits - Marquis #7602, Nitric Acid #7603, Cobalt Thiocyanate #7604, Mandelin #7606, and 
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Mecke’s #7624).  Toothpicks can replace spatulas for material transfer.  TLC plates can be 
purchased as 5cm x 20 cm sheets and then cut into four 2.5 cm x 7.5 cm plates (allow scrap 
material to be used for practice).  600 mL beaker can be utilized to run larger or multiple 
TLC plates, however, elution times increased from 10-12 min to 25-30 min.  Drug standards 
can be filtered to remove any insoluble materials (provides colorless standards to eliminate 
students from guessing). 

• Color development with the Marquis reagent degrades within 48 hours of prep, all 
others reagents have a shelf life of at least 2 weeks.  NarcoTest ampoules have a shelf 
life of at least 6 months. 

• TLC results are easily affected by changes in the development chamber.  It is suggested 
that each student be supplied with beakers made by the same manufacturer and lot 
number. 

 
 

Student Activity 
 
 

Drug Identification – Presumptive Testing 
 

Case Scenario: 
 The State Bureau of Investigation was alerted to an abandoned warehouse in the 
western portion of NC that was believed to conceal a clandestine laboratory.  During the raid 
of the warehouse, officers confiscated several large bags of suspicious white powder.  
Officers believe the laboratory may have also been mixing the suspected drugs with other 
materials to improve profits.  In order to prosecute the individuals responsible for operating 
the laboratory, the identity of the confiscated material must be accurately determined.  
 
Introduction: 

Identifying the chemical composition of unknown powders is a common procedure 
performed by a forensic chemist.  An unidentified substance may be a common over-the-
counter (OTC) drug, a prescription drug, a controlled substance, a mixture, or it may be a 
benign chemical.  There exists a large range of tests for the detection of certain substances 
using sophisticated instrumentation, but to conduct all of these tests to determine the identity 
of the substance would be time consuming and quite costly.  In order to identify a small and 
manageable number of possibilities to confirm, the first step of the investigation must be one 
of screening these possibilities.  Screening (presumptive) tests are non-specific and 
preliminary in nature.  They function to eliminate some drugs from consideration and to 
indicate which drugs may be present so that the more specific tests can later be conducted.  
The results obtained from screening tests, by themselves, are inconclusive for purposes of 
positive identification.   

In this activity, you will first subject the confiscated drug samples to a variety of 
forensic chemical spot test reagents.  Chemical spot tests (CSTs) are presumptive tests used 
by nearly all forensic laboratories as part of their analytical testing scheme due to the large 
amount of drug samples that require testing.  Once the confiscated drug samples have been 
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screened by CSTs, you (the forensic scientist) must further support your results using an 
alternate and more discriminating presumptive technique called thin-layer chromatography 
(TLC).  Although TLC is primarily a separation technique, qualitative information can be 
obtained when many samples are run in parallel (co-spotting).   

 
Chemical Spot Tests: 
  Chemical spot tests are the most common form of preliminary drug screening.  These 
tests simply involve adding a chemical reagent or reagents to an unknown material and 
observing any color changes that occur.  Chemical spot tests serve a valuable role in the 
identification of drugs of abuse by providing the criminalist with preliminary information.  
The development of a color may indicate the presence of a drug or a particular class of drugs.  
Since more than one compound can give the same results, color tests are not specific tests 
and cannot conclusively identify the presence of a compound.  They are however, a good 
preliminary screening tool for determining the next plan of attack.  For this reason, and the 
fact that they are simple to perform, color tests are commonly used by law enforcement 
agencies as an initial screening test when encountering a suspected illicit drug.   
 

• Marquis reagent- Primary test for opiates, and amphetamine type compounds.  Color responses: Violet to 
reddish-purple is indicative of the opiates.  Red-orange to red-brown may indicate the presence of an 
amphetamine.  If an opiate is suspected, subject sample to the nitric acid for further confirmation. 

 
• Nitric Acid reagent- Test to differentiate heroin from morphine.  Color responses: Yellow is indicative of 

heroin.  Red is characteristic of morphine. 
 

• Mecke’s reagent- Test for hallucinogens and other opiates.  Color responses: Green is indicative of 
psilocybin.  Green-black is characteristic of the ergot alkaloids.  A light brown to olive is indicative of 
mescaline. Blue-green may indicate codeine. 

 
• Cobalt thiocyanate reagent (2 ampoules)- Test for cocaine HCI.  Color response: Observe the color 

formation after addition of A.  An intense, brilliant blue, flaky precipitate indicates the presence of 
cocaine, procaine, dibucaine or tetracaine.  After the addition of B: blue flakes remaining undissolved 
are indicative of cocaine.  

 
• Mandelin reagent- Alternate test for amphetamines and opiates.  Color responses: Greenish-brown 

changing to olive-green is indicative of the presence of DL- or D-amphetamines.  Methadone turns an 
immediate deep blue. Olive-green changing to Olive-gray is indicative of codeine.  Red may indicate the 
presence of heroin.   
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TLC: 
 Chromatography is one of the most important and widely used analytical techniques 
for separation, purification and identification of certain chemical compounds.  It is a term 
used to describe a family of closely related separation methods such as gas chromatography 
(GC), high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and the technique you will be using 
in this activity, thin layer chromatography.  Thin-layer chromatography involves both a 
stationary and mobile phase.  The two phases come into contact and the analyte (sample) to 
be separated interacts numerous times with these phases.  The stationary phase is a thin layer 
of adsorbent particles (commonly silica gel, which is weakly acidic and very polar) spread 
evenly over a sheet of glass or plastic.  The analyte is spotted onto the stationary phase and 
carried through the system via the mobile phase (eluent), which is a single solvent or mixture 
of solvents.  Capillary action causes the eluent to rise up the TLC plate.  As the solvent 
travels up the sheet, compounds are carried up the sheet at different rates.  The interactions 
that occur are due to the differences in the physical (size) and chemical properties (polarity) 
that govern the rate at which the individual components of the sample pass over the 
stationary phase under the influence of the mobile phase.  Under an established set of 
experimental conditions, a given compound always travels a fixed distance relative to the 
distance the solvent front travels. 

In general, the mobile phase is non-polar compared to the silica gel.  The more polar 
components of the sample will bind to the stationary phase and tend to move very little from 
the starting point, while less polar components will have a greater affinity for the mobile 
phase and are carried up the sheet further.  Non-polar compounds can only have weak van 
der Waals attractions for the absorbent, whereas polar molecules may interact strongly by 
dipole-dipole interactions and hydrogen bonding.   

The identity of a component is obtained through the calculation of its retention factor, 
Rf.  The retention factor is the ratio of the distance the compound travels to the distance the 
solvent front travels.  The Rf value is used by scientists to characterize as well as compare 
components of various samples.  Hundreds of Rf values for drugs have been documented, 
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however, TLC co-spotting of a second plate with the suspected material alongside an 
authentic sample is suggested for preliminary identification. 

 
 

Chemical Spot Tests 
 
Purpose: 
 The purpose of this activity is to screen the ten drug samples confiscated by law 
enforcement officials using five common chemical spot test reagents. 
  
Materials: 
1 - Twelve well porcelain test plate 
10 - Disposable pasteur pipettes 
10 - Spatulas 
1 - 150 mL beaker (waste) 
Color reference chart 
Grease pencil 
Disposable gloves 
 
Safety Precautions: 
Safety glasses must be worn at all times. 
Handle reagents carefully with gloves (some reagents contain either concentrated sulfuric or 
nitric acid).  
Use caution to avoid inhaling or mixing the unknown drug samples. 
Conduct experiments with proper ventilation. 
Dispose of glass pipettes in the cardboard “Glass Only” containers.  
All liquid waste must be disposed of in an appropriate waste container.   
 
Experimental Procedure: 
Preparation of Sample 

1. Label ten (A-J) wells of the porcelain test plate using a grease pencil.  
2. Using separate spatulas to avoid cross-contaminating the drug samples, carefully 

transfer ~100-500 ug of each substance into separate wells on a porcelain test plate 
(enough material that would fit on end of toothpick). 

3. Slowly fill a disposable pasteur pipette with the Marquis chemical spot test reagent 
(note initial color of CST). 

4. Carefully apply 2 drops of the Marquis reagent to each well on the test plate (avoid 
splattering material by slowly applying the drops beside each sample in the well).  
Dispose of pipette after use in appropriate container. 

5. After 5 minutes, note the final color obtained for each drug sample in the table 
below (use color reference chart to accurately interpret the color formation). 

6. Rinse the porcelain test plate with de-ionized water into a large waste beaker and 
wipe dry using a Kimwipe. 

7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for each chemical spot test reagent (Nitric Acid, Mecke’s 
and Cobalt thiocyanate, which is a 2-step reagent, apply A then B). 
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Results: 
Record the colors obtained from exposing each compound to the associated chemical spot 
test reagent. 

Sample Marquis Nitric  
Acid 

Mecke’s Cobalt 
Thiocyanate 

Mandelin 

Initial color of CST      
A      
B      
C      
D      
E      
F      
G      
H      
I      
J      

 
Questions: 
 

1. Based on your CST results, which of the ten drug samples qualify for additional 
testing?  

 
2. How specific are chemical spot tests?  
  
3. Test the remaining unidentified samples with the Mandelin reagent and record the 

results in the table.  What did you observe and how can you support your results? 
 
4. Would you be satisfied with a visual and spot test result for the identification of an 

unknown? 
 
5. Does the amount of drug sample tested affect the color produced? 
 
6. Can you positively identify the drug samples tested? Why? 
 
7. Describe how TLC can be used to support the CST results above?  Discuss your plans 

with the instructor and move onto the second step of the activity. 
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Thin-layer Chromatography 
 
Purpose: 
 The purpose of this activity is to determine the content of the confiscated drug 
samples using TLC and reference drug standards. 
 
Materials: 
2 - 150 mL beakers (developing chamber) 
10- Microcaps (capillary micropipettes) with small rubber bulbs     
2 – Large watch glasses 
2 – Filter papers (wick) 
1- 2 mL volumetric pipette 
20 mL of 9:1 chloroform:methanol  
1- Rubber bulb 
Forceps                  
Small metric ruler  
UV lamp (Shared by entire lab) 
 
Safety Precautions: 
Safety glasses must be worn at all times. 
Handle solutions of chloroform and methanol carefully with gloves (chloroform is a known 
carcinogen and methanol is a very toxic flammable liquid).  
Conduct experiments with proper ventilation, ideally in a fume hood. 
Use caution to avoid inhaling or mixing the unknown drug samples. 
Chlorinated solvent and other organic solvent waste must be placed in the appropriate 
container.   
When using the UV lamp, avoid looking directly at, or exposing others to, the UV light as 
this can cause eye damage. 
 
Experimental Procedure: 
Preparation of sample 
1. Carefully transfer 20 mg of each unknown drug sample being tested into separate 1-

dram vials (avoid cross-contamination and label each vial). 
2.  Fill each vial with 2 mL of chloroform, secure the cap, and invert 3 times to dissolve 

the sample (the sample may not completely dissolve, allow the insoluble particles to 
settle before testing). 

3. Drug standards will be prepared for you as 1% solutions in chloroform. 
  
Preparation of Development Chambers 
1. Prepare the developing chambers by adding 5ml (~ 0.5 cm) of mobile phase solvent 

to the 150ml beakers. 
2. Cut circular filter paper into a rectangle and place into chambers to act as a wick. 
3.  Cover each beaker with a watch glass and allow chamber to equilibrate while 

preparing your TLC plates. 
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Spotting of sample 
1. Obtain enough TLC plates to test the drug standards and your samples (handle 

carefully, and only by the edges). 
2. Lightly draw the starting position by a pencil line ~1cm from the bottom of the plate 

(line must be carefully drawn with a pencil, not a pen).  Mark off four positions on 
the plate with pencil and be sure to label what each spot represents. 

3. Obtain 1 Microcap (capillary micropipette) for each drug standard and your unknown 
samples. 

4.  Insert Microcap into rubber bulb and immerse the end of the Microcap into the vial 
until some of the sample is drawn into the tube (avoid cross-contaminating the 
Microcaps by placing them separately next to each respective vial). 

5.  Allow the drop at the end of the capillary to gently touch the plate on the starting line.  
Keep the spots small (~2mm) and concentrated by applying the sample 1-3 times and 
allowing the spot to dry between applications. Verify with the UV lamp to ensure 
enough material has transferred and apply additional spots as needed.  Scrap TLC 
pieces are available to practice spotting technique. 

6.  Repeat this procedure for each of the samples being tested. 
7.  To each plate, apply 3 drug standards and an unknown drug sample.   
 
Development of the TLC plate 
1. Place the TLC plate in the chamber using forceps and recover (avoid the plate 

touching the wick).   
2. Allow the solvent front to reach a level about 1 cm from the top of the plate (~10-15 

min). 
3.  Remove the plate from the chamber and mark the position of the solvent front 

immediately.  Set the plate on a paper towel in the fume hood to dry. 
4.  Visualize the spots by illumination under a UV lamp. 
5. Trace around each spot and mark the middle using a pencil. 
6. Measure the distance traveled by each component in the results section. 
7. Calculate the Rf values. 
 

                                                                         
 Rf   =   ____distance from starting line to middle of spot_____ 
                      distance from starting line to solvent front 
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Results: 
 
 Provide sketches of the observed chromatographs.  Be sure to label each spot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Record the Rf value for each of the drug standards and tentatively identify the   
component(s) of the unknowns.   

 
Component Midpoint of Spot Solvent front Rf 
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3. Discuss your results with an instructor and obtain additional TLC plates for 
preliminary identification of your samples by co-spotting.  After development, sketch 
the results below and note your observations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions: 
 

1. Based on the TLC results, what is the tentative identity of the compound(s) present in 
the unknown drug samples? 

 
2. What is the stationary phase and what is the mobile phase in this experiment? 

 
3. Why do substances move at different rates in TLC?   

 
4. Can the Rf value be used to distinguish the substances from one another? 

 
5. Why is an Rf value rather than the distance the spot moved used to help identify a 

substance by TLC? 
 

6. Why is co-spotting a good technique for preliminary identification of a component by 
TLC?  

 
7. Would you be satisfied with chemical spot tests and TLC for the identification of an 

unknown? Why? 
 

8. How would changing the mobile phase to a more polar solvent affect the results?  If 
time permits, alter the mobile phase components to increase polarity and describe the 
results. 
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Appendix F 
 
List of Chemicals and Chemical Spot Tests conducted.  Additional CSTs were 
purchased as NarcoTest Kits. 
 
(1) Marquis, (2) Nitric Acid, (3) Mecke’s, (4) Cobalt Thiocyanate, (5) Mandelin, (6) 
Ehrlich’s, (7) Duquenois, and (8) Dille Koppanyi 
 

(+) Indicates that a color reaction occurred, (NA) Indicates questionable results 
Compound 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Chlorpromazine + + + + + + + - 
Methapyrilne + + + + + - NA - 

2-
Chloroacetophenone 

+ - + - + - NA - 

Indole + + + - + + + - 
Nutmeg + - + - + - + - 
Sugar + - + - - - - - 

Aspirin + - - - + - - NA 
Excedrin + + + - + - - - 
Tylenol NA + NA - + - NA - 

Ibuprofen + - NA - + - NA - 
Caffeine - - - - - - - - 
Benadryl - - - + - - - - 

Specificity of Color Spot Tests 
 

Compound 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Chlorpromazine 

HCl 
Violet Yellow Red- 

Green/Blac
k 

Blue w/dark 
blue spots 

Dark Red Yellow Light 
Pink 

- 

Methapyrilne HCl Violet w/ 
black 
solid 

Brown Violet- 
Black 

Blue w/blue 
precipitate 

Dark 
Brown 

- * - 

2-
Chloroacetopheno

ne 

Yellow - Light Tan- 
Olive 

- Light Olive - Light 
Yellow 

- 

Indole Yellow-
Brown 

Red- 
Brown 

Green-
Black 

- Violet- 
Brown 

Orange-
Yellow 

Yellow- 
Red 

- 

Nutmeg Brown - Light 
Brown 

- Brown/ 
Black 

crystals 

- Brown- 
Black 

- 

Sugar Yellow/ 
Black 

crystals 

- Yellow/ 
Green 

crystals 

- - - - - 

Aspirin Pink- 
Red 

- Light Grey - Olive-Grey - - Light 
Blue 

Excedrin Light 
Red-
Grey 

Yellow- 
Orange 

Light 
Brown 

- Olive-Grey - - - 

Tylenol Light 
Grey 

Yellow- 
Orange 

Light 
Yellow 

- Olive-Grey - Light 
Yellow* 

- 

Ibuprofen Yellow- 
Brown 

- Light 
Brown 

- Light 
Brown 

- Light 
Yellow* 

- 

Caffeine - - - - - - - - 
Benadryl - - - Blue w/blue 

precipitate 
- - - - 

Final colors produced after 5 minutes for selected CSTs (* Indicates smoke) 
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Appendix G 
 

TLC Solvent Systems 
 
Seven solvent systems were used for the screening and identification of all 10 compounds 

studied.  These solvents were: 1, chloroform-methanol (90:10) (26); 2, ethyl acetate-

methanol (3:1); 3, chloroform-ethyl acetate-methanol (70:20:10); 4, chloroform-ethyl 

acetate-methanol (9:1:1); 5, chloroform-ethyl acetate-methanol (8:1:1); 6, chloroform-ethyl 

acetate-methanol (3:6:1); and 7, hexane-acetone (70:30). 

 
Sample Sys 1 Sys 2 Sys 3 Sys 4 Sys 5 Sys 6 Sys 7 

Chlorpromazine HCl 36 14 16 10 25 0 0 
Methapyrilene HCl 30 9 10 5 14 0 0 

2-
Chloroacetophenone 

89 70 85 83 89 86 37 

Indole 83 69 81 74 83 84 36 
Benadryl 31 NT NT NT NT NT NT 
Aspirin 69 61 43 35 46 37 1 
Tylenol 37 60 41 10 38 19 0.2 
Caffeine 66 43 50 35 61 18 0.2 
Excedrin 36, 59, 67 39, 59 41, 53 9, 17, 36 38, 63 19 0.2 
Ibuprofen 78 67 76 45 78 - 29 

TLC data from selected solvent systems.  Rf values are averages of three determinations. 
(NT = Not tested) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


